
ned ,betee 

he vital 

prindipie hat I sitrUnderlIe this whole question 	 the 
• - 

mediatorlai Most 	 -Berried 	in 0;deri thit,H0 

A 

o minister Himself to ns as our life. 	is tS . w  

the vital bend of union is eatablishadsand main 

and us. He ie fife Head of the ohurCh. Believer 

We Suet not.take this as a theoretical doctrine -t 

thei;fleai:1-the'church but we :cost,. enter 'into that,a 

bear we :Mlist be United eri th-  tbem head by a Wtti 

nnedtion:,of the heact to the body. i t 

a, even Uzc 'ugh You pit the head beak an 

a mechanical connection. There Edght 

ion, if you,  haWs once: severed the head, be 

dead. Al/ ow.. effort:I than at righCeoxtsuess.' 

hatI 'desire that that thought Should he kept 

This -is thei vital' 0;Inaipalof it. 

as a mere theory as to -the mediate:ship 

of the mediation of his own life, and that Without that me 

tion and without that life, we are dead, and are absolutely 

to reveal the righteous °ha/eater of God as revealed in the 

person of his son. No let us. read Fain, it you 

flea. 1:11: v They shall perish; but thou doatinuest: and they 

11 3h311 wax old as :iota a garment.* 

brings before us 	con vet 11101., not notethe con 

bdt;:ie 	the things the 	—1de, thay. parlSh. salhou coutinuests, 

y the power of His endless: 

pear t 

head 



is the revised version. I like that word there. Now 

2- -Pet, 	Z+7:-wan*Ing this first, that in the last 

mockers shall come with mockery, ( sulking after their own lusts, 

and saying, Where-is the- praise-Of - Jade' *Owing? for, trots the 
, 	• 

_day . that the fathers fell''aeleepr al.l'Iblitge continue es I. they- were 

from the beginning of the creation. For this they wilfully for - 

get, that there were heavens from of old, and an earth coopacted 

out of water and amidst water, by the word of God; by which 403318 

the ritrIA that then was, being overflowed with-water 

but the , heavens that now are,, , end ,the earth, by the same word 

:have been-dored up for fire, being_teeetved against -tha-uat of - 

judgment 	ni 4:Oat:Motion  of_tngodly Men. 

Ow note bay tily the contrastsi They shall perish; 

coati mtest. Row in second peter the Oasis Of the. seeffAut. 

the, last days is on this fact, 	is demonstrated by a, curren 

science,. Thinge 'Continue. kow-the: scripture says theY,Mball. 

science says they continue;' y 'ha ve continue& frOmthe 

beaincing,, and ill things continue s they were from,  the creation._ 

and they Wi I go on that way. The 	, the 	g of a„ false - 

science as against the scripture._ The scripture says,- Thie hey. 

wilfully forget -- not simply are willingly ignorant of it, but 

they 'Jilfully forget, because Cod has given a demonstration.  

that when sin is in the world it has its effect upon nature, 

,f:e oust remember that the world that then was Perished 

bec..0 of the sin of the men inthe world. JNow the next det-

essta-t4ee perishing of the world Till be the judgment and des-

truction of ungodly men. There is that connection between 

end the dominion g 'I  him. lihe world was given him in the 



first place, and When man lostjhia place he lost hie dominion.' 

Nature stiffered as a consequence. of the Sin of San; as Gtid'',Sa14. 

before 44i:flood that the imagination of man's - hear "was; only._  

evil COntinually,'od that brOughidestructich upon *the wori 

and the world_ that 	 that;•thein 

a.tastrophe :such as that, although the. evidences of it 

before our eyes, and new' evidences hate beendiscoiered 

as you know. 

Now that connecticai betieerri min and things; Inman science 

leaving itim-eat Christ out of the question)  leaving M.i - out as 

the mediator by *hen and inahoirell things were oreated.. 

co onlaaring.hisi: cut, and. they say All thinus„continue. 

takes :0: Mt a Connection between sin 'and the world, that beause 

of the - sin of man the world suffers, and man. was overthrown 

the flOod, and the .*arid Perished with him basted of.  

same thing will 	 in:. 

Now the''i.osue: today is: whether tttirngs mai coati 

under impersonal law, Or whether the things tha.t noenrii; 

world that now is, will perish;  and a new heavens and a new- earth 

be created through the Mediation of this same Soo, andwhether'men, 

that le in the world nov will pi:rith with the world, or Whether 

accepting the mediation of this Son, they- will be created new in 

Jesus Christ. , That is the whole question that faces vs now, a 

very practical and real question. The whole question Or-today is, 

Shall we reform the 4orla without Christ, when we restore the 

world, sake thin vorld a good place to live- in, and present a 

world of righteousness without Christ? 'We sae that apart from. 

Christ,.and his- eternal life ministering to us, we perish. There • 



ls_net refctruia.t o 

itlIl- earieSta- an e 

f_or the iworld, -On ao 	of 	. 	Wintat  

there be-anotherPetestrophe like 
, . 

the-first one,  man 

eternal life, ministered t 

Son--..of Cod. -  

dent, if 	: the likene 

PUgh. the „Me4tation:,p 

carry ng.on:thie 

yet more abundantIr est— . 
of Ilsiohizedek there atieeth another 

priest,_ who bath been, made.,- not 

ment, but tatter the - power. 

New he.lhas been speaking about the Utiesthowil,.. ad the 

between theLevitical;   priesthood--and-4-he-lieletris 

and that in 

he 

gone bele 

Levitical 

out with mud 

ehisedek- 

as it erethe 	'theory that he -has been advi  

the person of Christ. We have the demonstration of what -he 

been setting forth in order -to contrast the Levities/ priesthOod 

from the Melchizedek priesthood. *And what we say'is yet more 

abundantly evident" if we face the actual fact that after -the 

rise of Melchizedek there does really ariee another priest :who 
- 	, 

had been made not after the law of a carnal co:;_adment, but 

- after the power of an endless life. See the contrast? The - 

Levitical priesthood was after the law 	the ornal commaileamn 

If they descended according to the flesh and could prove their 

genealogy, then they became priests, hut,not'in this case.- We 



have no genealogy it this case, he is without father, without 

mother, without beginning of days or end of lite. Be is made 

Priest, he le able to exercise this office- of the priesthood, 

to`miniater -to us this 1 	'because he is made prisit after t 

power of an endless .1 	• 

Ifeb."?:24,2; !And they indeed e been mom- priTa  

in number, because thehby:deatir they are hinfibatea from Oen 

uing; but he because he sabitieth tor ever, bath his priesthood 

unchangeable Wherefore also he is able to save to the Uttermost: 

themthat drew near unto trod through him,. seeing he e ser li 

to make 'Interco-Salon for them.-v 

observe that the whole question of the efficacy 

of this priesthood turns upon these statements. He has a Priest.-

hood unchangeable. why? Because the typical prieeisi, they 

count not continue by reason of death, but' be, because he coptin- 
, 

Use, !Thou continuestir Bab. .  

s priesthood-does not pass.-  to another,:  and therefore 

to save to the uttermost them that clams unto God through, him, 

seeing he ever liveth to make Intercession for then. 'And he says 

in Revelation, I am he that live-tit and beans- dead, and behold I 

am, living forever more. Because he ever liveth to make inter-. 

cession for us. 	we tatat up-  tbe time to deell upon the prac-

tical side of it, that there is the question of having an inter-

cessor who ever livetla, _who is able to save to the uttermost, be-

cause he i2 not a priest simply after the flesh, but because of 

his eternity, there is where our very hope of salvation rests, 

bedause he ia able to minister eternal life to us, and that eter-

nal life is not separate from himself. Re ministers himself tows, 



we eat his flesh and, drink his blood. You. note the connection 
• _ 

then, and you remember, the- next; "Is the-,Iiiiing Father bath sent 

me, and I live by the:Father So _he that. eateth me, - even .he shall 

,live by me;" Ths.t-:-is the explanation of our eating his flesh. 

He explain& that: `that. is Seetp#shert by eating his worde.• Other 

are 	andlife.'There =St be'  his union: •  
He must continually minister this to us. it Only hope is to be 

ministered to of this new covenant. If he does not minister to 

us - as he did to hinapostleennthe-day of :entec"ost, we .axes not 

minieters of the new. covenant. Our labor will be simplyns the' 

power of the flesh. ,Whefl&retteivelain • • 
it is because our. High Priest (tier liveth end, nant rewhieLlife. 

That life is not !apart from himself. All.we have learned. about. 

thetruths of,personalitkoenters in this idea„thatit it minis-• 

ered in hie spirit, in his life, in himself. 

must pass to. akinther phase -

to .acme directly to ,this 'question:e4,4 

eesiseiheeitr-anel-thle-m&naletwy-aeeeep4Aehe4-‘ mei What- w 

away this priesthood and this "ministry accomPtifih for us? 

how has it been taken -away? We .lust addsest atirselvee very di _ 

entlY to  thet• We have seen .the vital m aninz_of this question - 

in relation to our Christian experience and ail that we do to 

establish the kingdom of God. - Here arises, as we have seen, a 

rebellion, an effort to institute another kingdom. for the king• 

dom of God to be established,nn antichrist. That rehdlion is 

led by Lucifer tha invisible king of Babylon. _It is a cantle-

uoug effort. He strikes at the very Vital point. You don't have 

- to spend much time trying to find out what killed a man, if you 
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learn thathis head was takeneffi- -  -Ton 'earn that first:thing, 

you will-ye satiefied.:: it is the ease th-pio here. This enemy-

uses off thia head,and puteen another head, so that he appears 

have a head, but there lent) vital union between the apparent 

heati and the body, and theriSore-thareo living power, -% 

the body is dead; 	t 	t we want t4 see. Row-  does this - 

enemy Work when we come right to the vital thing? 	may spend 

	

. 	- 	- 
much time over what. the papacy' has done, and that .may all be  

,.. 	-, 
well -enough, bUt--, we must, not-dos-: sight., of this fact, -that the 

• all-laportant thing- that : the papacy- has, done- is -tn- sail take -. 

the htiAd from-the.-body,--and--per ;ye arsath*,, heat, hen;  you--hein -: 

	

- --:., 	 . 	: • . 
done that, all the"rent is hubordinate. We may inquire as a 

matt r of interest, and inveatiagte, but it is something-  like 

the lawyer that appeared in court andaeld trOur honor, one of mF 

witness is absent. I have several reasons 	 ono 

is, He is deatt.n 	 about the others, 	Lied 



BPF 

When. the papacy has .taken oft his head d put on another human • 

head, you do not need to insu_stre_ao- -whether-  he has dime ay-dam- 

or_ not.- -That[ie gtrjkibg at -the central 

r rhea we make the message against the beast and his image, 

what" shall we do. It , will not de anYgood to repair merely a.  

r 	 Until &Stet' s** head is vat- haat When you -; 

on again, than you can attend to, the rest If you: 

aroot to; but.-the=first thing to ito uv,to-etrike at the vital thing. 

Our message against the beest _and his image centers right here, 

and that 	to-give Christ the place that belongs- to him. When 

are preaching the person of Christ, as se-have been doing here ,.w 

are preaching_againet. the papacy,. seen though we-  do, tot 

papaci, far the papacy Cannot stand before that. Tha vital thing 

is to give ahriat his place as tiei  living head of the church. 

That lie brought, 	thrmagh his ministry in the heavenly sanctuary. 

Therefore' thin message against the:bohot 

bring that cut, clearly. 

to the 8t)a chapter at l is 

takir any of the daily sacrifice,; or in the Revised. %rae 

sac 	 Continual _burnt Offering, the wards sacri 

and ;Offering 	supplied, 0.400rding to the meaning 

lators attached to the Chapter-. The whole question_ of Mutt thee:. 

meaningof the chapter depends upon what word is supplied there. 

They supplied the _ word offering in the Authorized, and Mat burnt 

offering in the Revised, because that accorded with their interpre-

tation of he prophecy. 
we 

When octs come to ask about that, we must look to see from the 

Bible the mewling attached to the word 130:0 translated, daily in 

the authorized version and continual in the revised version. Let 
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us turn back to thetypical service and see ho his word is used 

-- in: the-  smttier)! service,en we- nse.,ggingto _intenret:this.  Mord: 

is a prophecy dealing withthe sanctuary, we lust -..find the 'Mean _ . .. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 

	

.-: 	„ 	, 	... 
of this word as used, in' t 	urein-

, 
 connection With the -sena-

tuary. Now. let 

Epodes 291* 	 2this--.- is hat whit;  thou shalt otter 

upon the altar; 	 first year darby-  ditytoontinually•••• 

This shall: be' contitaini burnt offering Throughout Your generations,  
at the dOor of the tabernacle of the cOugregations: before the Lord: 

where will. meet You, to speak there unto thee:* 

09:45;. 	sAnd I=till dwell among the Ohildienof_Yelailt,„ 

sad-will he :their God. And they shall know that 04 the. Lord their 

Ocid, that brought-  them forth out of the land of Egypt that I may 

dwell among them: I as the Lord their God.* 

You see here that the first continual is used 	 n writb 

the 
	 to no 

mention with that: it • is• one of they re  

v brought . into personal fellowship with God, so that they shall know  

that he 'is their god. that brought them, out-at the:land Of Egypt. 

is tIsholratt, their; God. 

,30:1 7, 8: *ftM thou shalt make an altar to burn Inc use 

*Von: of Thittim wood shalt thou make- it. . . And Aaron shall 

burn thereon sweet incense every morning: when he, dresseth the lamps, 

he shall burn incense upon it. And when Aaron lighteth the lamps 

at even, he shall burn incense upon it; a perpetual incense before 

the Lord throughout your generations., 

The word here translated perpetual is that same word that is 

translated continual in The 29th chapter. 
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Num., 4:7: "And upon the table, of shewbread, they shall spread- 

oloth of bluets, and put thereon the dish. kai  a44,tho spoons,:  and t _ 	 • 
bale, 	 thalt-anditits bonttiv i hreard sheik be . 

ther4in,s, 

2 Ohro4. 2r.4: 	 taint an hoist ta the nattatif the 

Iftord my God, -.to <dedicate:it to him,. axed -to bun befOre-  him 'sweet 

incense, and for the continual :sktesbread, and for the burnt-suffer= 

Inge Morning and evening,- on thesabbathe, and, on, the new moons 

on the solemn feast's of the Lord out O04.; This is an ordinance for- 

ever to ,Israel.* 

Tai a aCasipture slams up the 	 that wizen -BO 

would describe the temple and the service that was to be conduote 

in it, be said it was forIthree tizings,--the burnt offerings  the - 

incense offering, and the tatewbread., Those are spoken of as , the 

continua burnt 'if 

'Irma  shewbreati.: They awn up 

Now let us turn to the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

type. Now let us 'swat' to the entie 

Lit loTor it is not possible that the - bload of bulls ,tuid.:e 

take away sins." ,That as_ . a t.ypica . service merely, but L. 

copy or a. shadow, a type of the 'good things- to come. Of courei,--

there was at that time a real gospel net forth, not in the things • 

themselves„ but in what they.represented. .Eatt the people allowed 

their minas to be so blinded that they put the shadow in the plaoe 

of the_substance. Then they lost their religion, It was because 

of that that they rejected Christ when Be came in person,---they had 

lost Him out of their service. 



BIT 
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Bebe 9:313: For then must he often have suffered since the 

foundation of the 'sold: but now Once lilt the endiat the World hath 

tie appeared to put away sin by the Saariflce of himself.* 

service would not avail. lie puts away sin by the,  

t, Then he:-"ice: tea -ens saeriyfiee 

cant 

nontinuest. 	 ossib 4 that the blood of ere? an 

should take a it:Oil:1...i enlithit endless life; 

cal y tl rough #tim who continueS, who convent. death, 

continua Shall we have a *int inabini life,, a a 

emit -t -G 101:1 attenitan yesterday to the tacit 

coacernilv Babylon sets a liait. It is brought 

a only in union, with Him that we may r.antinue 

tea do itA- 

17:.-3,5hoor 

Zt 

Separate fro will come to :as gad: lue 

/lab; 2.1) 

and not the ve 

hick they off  

of the 

by year ©anti 	 z3fi.I  

perfect.* In connection with that, re 

chapter: "But this want  after he had o 

for ever, eat 011  the_ right hand 

here translated-.*Am, ever* 13:e act'. 

.first verse, and is translated "co rt lac:ally,* Re offered himself, . 

manifested himself, to put away sir bythe sacrifice of himself; - 

"alter he had offered one sacrifice for sins continually."  That 

is to say, the blood of bulls and goats was siMgly typical. They 

were continual because they typified the real sacrifice, He crazed 

one sacrifice, 	giving of Hie life-.on t be- cross.. -There yr= find 

the climax of it; but the siting of Hie life to he ii continuntin 
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Ott is the only way we ass. centime to Him;--He lualitestaxIk4t 

*if/ataxia ministers that ;ifs to us, anti that sacrifice is'a °oath- 

- : 
Now the 214th 

hath peasateli,:fOr 
- 	' 
same phrase amain 

C.P4914, 	 Mays 	 e, yourele 

sacrifice? 

W.W.PRE COTT: Yes.: -Now hers are the results of, it. By one 

continual sa offering he .hath made a continual perfection. And our' 

depenuencs is upon Kim for that. That is.the Only mat we oan 

Nrfectica. In preparibg•-• a people tar-  Usnalation as must have 

thiaithols thing b.rought 	This message must be given, and  

there must be this clear foundntion for it. 

_ 
7rerse ;et . the ---10th:0 	• "For by one Of erin h 

at 	 : 



(PattOOTT--Contid.) 

Now his priesthoOd is a continual priesthood. .:His 

Sairifine; 	 a 0,311-": 

tinuat [Ministry,. All, growing'" 	Of,the fact that _he 

own person conti=nued..-_ 	you take eway this, you despoil. 

er- o the ishole,:th 

question al;perfectiOnle-.-hersi.:  

Christian life, is. bound Up in this. 

which brings this you despoil him of Christianity. Mfl tha 

exactly what the  P  .e.pritc r has dons , .. - 

Now what word shall we supply in Daniel ST Reed /tom; 

Ito were 	--kinatie- in - the 

are Israelites; to whom •pertainetb the adaption,and the 

glory; aaq,i4e covenants0 -and theYgiving'Of the law 

servi « of C;(40  ' and ..the promises/* 

Then Baas-  oa to' Ratan 

accomplishing the. sent C of God.* 

could have been used here, but./ thought of this, in connection 

with the tabernacle service-ate:Atte that ,  it might be a 

word to use, to, say, "He took asay:the continual env' 

continual ministry.* "Continua mediation.*_ When you say one, 

we must includes the other two. This links whole question 

of takinzaway this service, stands out. 	That is the fundamental 

idea--the continuance. 

Now further: the 13th chapter of Hebrews, the 15th Teresa-to 

connect our personal pxperienee 011 the time with this--(after 

he has gotten all through with this subject and expounded 



it fully, he brings in the subject of Faith in a, most prominent way.) 

There is no haphatsard arrangment by which we have the llth 

chapter six in there. ‘It belongs there, because this Sols x.,, 

perienee Is an experience of faith. 

Nob; 13.:151: -"By him therefore let us offer the sac 

- fiC0 of praise - to: 139,1 	 vitat,H 	the-  frUit of our 

giving thinks-  to hisSami.-1"(That is, Maki,. cionfeltion 

namety That IS' to say,. our OCatilitista: experiences is .batied upon his 

continual ministration. Our ability to continue as. Christians, 

our ability to continue personally' iibased upon the Person of him 

xho 	°mat-it-a and that is based upon his word in his 

continual ,  service for-  us. ' -And-ryow remember that. it does: not 

Stid_When:aib-endis t must 'emphaSize that; - We are plat as'dependent 

upon .him fin his medistorial work after the 'sit is removed as, be— 

fere sin  is removed. we can not live indep.andently• of. him. He 
_. • 	. 	• 

must continua as our life after he has abolished sin. We are never 

independent-  of Christ. thiais settingforth-tn. a 4 

dealing- with sin,ia order-that we maysontimuw-foreversith..2 

him after sin is. put out of the-.way. Sin means death.. 

the same ,power.- that swallows up ain is:-the •life by which 

we live through all eternity, 
words 

BOLLMAN: Could tint give a. f ew isms fur 

Plain: "that Christ is a continual sacrifice." 

sense is Christ now making a sacrifice for us? 

PRESCOTT: To get the confection we will start with 

the Incarnation. the Christ gave himself for us and took our 

flesh, he gave himself not only for us, but 12 us; and that 

gift will continue to all eternity. He will remain the "son 

of Man" to all eternity, Now he will continue to give himself 
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to Us as our 3.ife. But that could not be in the fullest 

sense apart from Christ. So the whole thing °enters." 

in Christi - _ .But the. continual eat:rifles. goes on. :It 	one sort- 

floe for sin continually; and we mien: live because he gives 

himself` to us continually 

SOLIAlat 	did< tose e 'mean 

fes;2:-1-. think., those tip 	Wed it,, but Z :„.  

thank  thil-Mephasiim <na Upon the work - of -Christ 'fa behalf- - . 	. 	. 	 . . 	. 	 , 
of removing Ai*,  But the; 	same, life that he mediates--.; -- 
the power of an endlesi ifet7-ahe mediatesfor us 40 • 

remove sin—that is the life' that is Mediated for be ithrU 

eternity.' 

ghat is U the objeoticn to the word S fi w  fa 

the tent:? 

PRESCOTT: It is not broad. enough. In history it was applied 

to Antis:rim/a Epiphanis, who polluted the temple by saortfloing 

nines flesh,  upon the altar.: Ant hey limited it 'thtr  

translation to that snit work of- Anticohns 

they msAe the cleansing of the !sanctuary to occur exadtal 
• _ 	, 

literal daysWinthrop points-out) to this pollution. And so 

they said that was what was fulfilled by this prophecy..: o 

akwaxxxle when we take the view-  that the little horn is a prophecy 

of. the 7.oapacy and not Aritioolius Epiphanes (althouEh he may 

have been in a small way a type) (the prophecy is dealing primarily 

with the true priest and the true sacrifice and the cleansing of 

the heavenly sanctuary)—to apply that word nsarifice" is to 

make a wrong use of it to make this apply to Antiochue 

Eciphones. Now we must have a term that will include not 

simply the continual burnt offering, but the continual 
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incense offering end the gheitbread, sthich Were[the 'three greet 

things that marked the- ministry ixi.the temple (Second Chronicles). 

So. I think that "Sitorifloe" is the wrong word, and we must have 

a word like. "rainisstryt or_ ++macilatign 

Now pegging oat 

11th verse (jUist,to gets  

want Wrest S 	s.;in.Isaia I 

veress,;_ because in this w 

ate gealtheIiible,defirittint sari 81 

of : Jerusalem--  "Therefore thy get0 

they-  sha-..1 not. be ,sisit day nor I nigh ; that meat-  may fling :hn 

the farces of the Gentiles, ands that their k 

I see that scripture to say that "cont4rmsaiy 

equivalent in scripture to "day and night.° raii7 

open contimue13.y. They shall not be shut: 	day nor night 

that idea (serried 'over into, the book of Revelation. Revelatim; 

7=15. -He is inquir tug "Who axe 'Viettie?°:ind. the &newer 	*They ere -: 

they that washed their robes in the -blood-of .the, tamb. 

serve him.Vestvaw*fl 'day and night,.* They serve him Oa 

in his temple. 'Cain, the tind chapter,. 3 

shall be no, more curse; but 
	

brans; 

be in it; end hisservants shall seridziassdxsigiat 

The 'purpose ok =xi-at a qawkia4a3.:Serviee.ie-thet ve.  MS 

cont 	 minliOitzt his lire 'to- us 

-mediation -in order that we)laY..bring hack.-that life toliim 

continual Service.. Serve him day and night. 

Sp when we oome to the end of the story, his servants 

shall serve him day and night continually. The ability to 

serve him continually comes out of his continua service for -us. 

*That he gives to us he expeots us to give back to him 

afterwards. He gives us his life. we give it back to him 

in service. 



So the, whole question of our Christian slow taper 

Then wheu the PILP 	 this one 	nt it Stria 

at that 'w fah -ill-101E014h'Christianity And . that fa. its 

purpossi.; to abet 	t 	 ia#t mar%  in Ohrietts:. 

. 
net continue. is thanovenantt. Sebrews'8;10:) soya- 

blued. not i my Goveflan f. tat was the covenantr, te keep 

'—thgroommtindisintar-H 	*by 	did. no rtheY  to 

mho  -oontint 	 Out 

that- w2sioh-- any o ..,-; 

erefore 

Israel} unless 

and. not restored, what uss, is ther 

meats. If we leave Christ olit what is the 

the corn 	of ead? Just in the measure as we leave 

Christ out are we - edging, back to the ,old covenart.: Therefore: 

in preaching the Law we must preach to. the people the provision 

Goa has made for the keeping-  of the law(amen1)., or else - 

we are teaching the Old Covenant-. Therefore the- message of the Lai 

and the Sanctuary and Tthe Sabbath must go- together. 
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We face . a situation where tam Pope has changed the 

Lass  and taken-away the power to keep the latc, substituting 

a fleshly power to keep the Lax. : Our message faoes that sit:a 

gow to meet the crisis;we suet undo that work. We must get 

-[peOPla back tea ti;tierd h inset t,. and se . must give bask the Lax or 

God as God -ensoted.,1t.:a 

Telitterdity.iT es mix; attention -eta- call. ..„ 

the Papacy changed 4itticteat 	twee constaidien 	 French • 

Revolution did amit.mith 
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W W PliE7GOTT c 1 should say that tie prophesy says 

:papacy sh.411 think -to change the: .14W,--  not the 'Our th: CowLaandmirit• 

It has changed the, fourth commandment all ri.ght),.but. it has 
_ . 

ciges3 the where 	• 

a the Pa 
	

S 

of yOu stay remember t 	 ..in'Ireland 

they did -away with the- aata of Parliament 

themselves.- :--Tha`ps4:taai has 4one the "adze  

and. then re-en-anted it 

thin& with  the Whole 

oet amts-th 

as the papal' law. Tiler-

,pap-  interpretatiOn' 

tion of 

a 	air _x 	eft “7" 

1 	-acasc;t vheina5aitCrneiama;,:-: 

t hat  proalamatton„-  *onaccept2 -- t 
	

yoU have 

it a papal' oessa from the law. Well, now, •we inlet restore 

the law of God ata interpret 	C tat. 	 restore,- 

dealing Yi..-th that law, as, 	 a 

restore to the. p,eopla the means ot`.'obeying thatla 	a we 

are not giving thin maemagethe 7nrld. 

denounce the bee.et an 	1 	The most effeatl Bey le -to 

set: forth hrist for e11 ne is to the world. 3Yhen I saw that- 

'Catholic, woman cattle to 	with the rest on $abbeth morning, 

when - a-hoha.dni,t he-a.rd a -single 	on 'the 'papacy, tit ore, the 

seventh of Daniel, or one that denounced the papacy -- but she 

saw Christ in auch 11;:ht that it overshadowed all aUe held ever 

hen- i from the priest, anti one came-to it •molt effective 

Way to preach a sermon n?;ra.inet the beast and his iea-age is to put 

back the right foundation -- no other foundation can any man 

lay than 19 laid -- and you have erthrown the whole thing. 

Give Christ his place. But in orde; to do this we have got to  

sermon 
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him clearthrough:his:Work, and. you find the 	 . 
- 	- 	 „ 

.here-in 4 	tentinuar:Stediation. Now- I- 	read;  

.somethingt 

1 catirthe time and 

Now yoe:oompar 

lace this 

Daniel  a, 	_and 	--Sistf-;-the end,i 

setting up of .  the kingdom- 	od; 	don't f 
	

the end 

__eighth chanter in. t hi- rtghth flap-ter:- -Bet noW-in-  tire se- , 
and the eighth and the eleventh elapters of. Daniel, 

betor On the working of the enemy of God toprever. 

fillment of 	d chapter, the setting 	" the 

king_dors. In thez- s 	ter the? ab3e-otivo airt \ie 

fifth k 	om Irt tom. of .s- 'tt is 	 a 

interferer w 

tried to interfere ith it right 

up the image all of gold,--which 

Babylon has attweepted to ao.: t4e 

rpaytei shoW that is the purpose and 

p1444444--I,4-4-p underthe leadership. -

Babylon, when the effort to establish 

by the ancient people of God; and this 

he kingdom of Go 

he: invisible 

will be repraduned on, a =oh 
• 

lar€;er scale in the modern spiritual Babylon as against :the ‘1,od•-. 

ern people of God. . 

124 That while the fourth beat with the ten ho 

- with the little horn, in the seventh. chapter of Daniel represents 
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pagan -and papal .Rones, With.speoial.emphasis. on the politica 

aspect 'of- the -latter' powerc7 the- littler horn `of-  the eighth chapter 

represents both pagan and papal. Rome,' with-Venial' Saphaela 

the ecclesiastical aspect of the- litter power. . , .... .„. 
Tktst the lending  \ bare; ui et on i4e they; #a ag 

away o 	 . 4 the 

the-Ban wiry 'artd the hest. 

en .corrac 	 l /be  

found, to po,4•cpmglesett iw of t  	se-ye: 
• 7 

and the the two prophecies taken - 	 1completelY. 
. 	- 

the papal power .erjeoderp , leehyllon has rspxodacet-the;weilt- a- 
. 

ancient Am'in oppoeing the eatablisbment of She 

God.a 	 atteMpt.,to.set. up a ri. iii 

5. That in- the priesthood of the panel church 
	

it 

,Aaar ce of •the mass will be found the folfinslot, 	he. 

urn- or thus pxophouy. 

That the paxallel. betty 

Babylon will be found very 	 'fare 

being that, ancient Babylon was a professedly ague pow 

opposition to the God end religion of Jerusalem,  

Babylon carries on its work of op osition unawr the pretense 

fulfilling the typical service found in the Jewish system*  and of 

working .for the establishment of the kingdom-of-God on earth. 

- *We proceed now to a. somewhat part/mil-at considers. on-.of -

these six propositions.- 

*l. ibis general purpose of the propheolea of Daniel is to 

make kr.o-in the divine piogr :ca for this worlds  culminsting in the 

blitasnt of the everlasting kingdom of God, together with a 
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(*review of the-eaptene.iffort of he g 	this 	to defeat 

this progren by settings_up, annth 	 oppnatticat tO -the: - - 
kingdon 	 r the pretense of ,eetabliahing cants .kingdome „ 

The expostire of this treasonables und in the prophecies. - 	- 
oP the a 	 w 

it is nee"CO" venal 	s in order to l te' 

definite 	 g 	 1 teatime 

not only in : 	 of ;its. wortt 	also in the, tisie ,anci 

place The first eynbo3 of-the -eighth the ran :With 

two horns; defined to represent "the kingwof Media and ifersia,  

( ver sid. 20), mowers the See to 33i •BD; when the ;948._ 

	

. — 	- • 
declared o represent "the ,king of Oreeoes 	roe 21),:  came upon 

notabletae -ewe aP ation. The break3 of the 	horn (the 
. 	" 

	k of A3.erandisr the. Great.),and the division of his 

e into 	 fo'e r wInds,  of heaven,"  

ill !be tiftee 

li to hone" 

the 	 d lei tad., : This  

the briefest 	of history rye are brought to -the won 0 

little horn, Which is then desoribed twin 	In 

the idea that ,the chief, purpose' of this prophecy is to 

the actionof this little horse.

2. In the prophecy of the eighth. chapter ofDaniel,- the 

power - to which attention is- directed, after the.  ivision, of Greene 

int four kingdoms is represented, not by an independent symbol 

as- in the seventh chapter,-  Wit by a horn which.obisesout of one 

:e horns- of the gatt; This chows clearly that, while this 

symbol represents' 	the next great power after:Gracia, it represents 



it in a different way than le :done in the se ant 

key to the arpl,sztation of- this diffeicatfti it-ilaad--131:thajtaitt 
_ - 

that 	tb - beast' with, its tem borns acid thelittle horn 
, 	. 

.110:015 latero,. represent 	-an and. Rome papaI.,.as a Matti  

41..poner, 

symbol to represent, 

papal- Se or  ilit4ent BOY3973",rf' 	ste-',44reot a easy  
„ 	 

conneatiOn 	Madsbetweenctherreligicin of •-. 
and'.the relistot of  papal ttoee-Orjeedern:BabYlon4 

se ving. as the 	el. for .this connection, T 

tract fully $4 	this neng•' 4—  ...,„ 	..•; 

Of ,Babylow by-.the Persians, who 	eltssi  

queath#d big drensOrSidOs 

and from thattime the two 

in the Rowan one. there 

Pontifex Maximus,. he assumed 

'when Julius Cp4iser was el 

to himself the divinity claimed by 

the pontiff kings of Chaldea, and declared himself "'bets 	" 

(Ariz, a  or .  born-  of Venus; and from henceforth the emperors; of Rorie 

race-Vans divine honors. 	But just as pagan Rome was the true 

offSpring and suOcesabr- of' Babylon, so is papal Rome the true 

offspring awl subcessor  of pagan Rome.  When piNgfmism._n_nominany 
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abolished in the ROMan Empire, the head of the pagan hierarchy 

was also suppressed. Soma of the:Christian emperors did indeed-

accept the title of Pontifem Maziteis, while others, refusing it' 

themselves, appointed a pagan prieetr.Wntil.the  reign of.Gratian, 

who, refusing to:do:eitherAboliehed.theeffice,'Ait376. -Two 

years afterwarde,however, fearing that.  religion- might beopie, 

disorganized, he offered the title and office to temasUe, bishop 

of Rome. , . This bishop, less SorupuloUs than the emperor, 

accepted the office, and from that time until now. the title has 

been held by the popes of Rome, from whom*  and through whom, the 

whole hierarchy of Western Christendom have received their ordi-

nation. So also the honors and powers attached to the title, the 

dominion of the civilized world, previously wielded by the pow. 
, - 
tiff emperors of pagan Rome, passed-to the pontiffs and hierarchy 

of papal Rome, who for centuries imposed their will upon kings, 

and held the nation in.thralldom.-, ,;41ence we-see that there. 

was good reason for. antitang,the seven lied city of papal-Rome,' 

'Babylon Roma" or - lBabylon the Great." goreover, ialthoughthe 

actual city of Rome is the center and. seat of-that vast organizer 

tion which for centuries ruled lover the kings of the earth,"._ and 

over 'peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues," yet "The 

great city" includes all, in every place, who can claim to be its 

citizens, all who are subject to its laws and ordinances, who 170w 

.to its authority, or are morally identified with it; just as the 

citizens of pagan Rove includes multitudes who had never seen Rome 

but who claimed to be its citizens, bowed to its laws and authority 

and -here entitled to its privileges." -- "The False Christ," 

J6  Cb.rnicr, London, George Allen, 1900, pages 94-96.  
858 
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'3. We will now present some ocnsiderations to show that - 

- the leading-feature of this vision is the taking away of the- 

*continual burnt offerings and the treading down of the sanctuary.  

and the host. 
. 	_ 

°In the inquiry made in verse 13 thlevision is declared ,to 

be 'the vision -concerning:the continual- tUrntofferingr  and the 

transgression that maketh desolate, to give both the sanctuary 

and the host to be trodden Underfoot* In the answer to this 

inquiry it le stated that at the end of a given Period 'then" 

shall the sanctuary be cleansed.'- By-this question and the anse . 

giver given to it the central idea- of the vision is clearly indlcat 

ed. The emphasis is placed not upon the exploits of the Medo-

Persians:nor upon the remarkable campaign- of Alexander the Great, 

nor upon the crushing-power of the iron monarchy of pagan Rome, 

but upon the wort of the little horn in its attitude of antagon- 

ism toward the-hoot and the sanctuary. 'Thii. is further emphasised 

in Verse 11, from whith we learn.that the little horni_or-pagal. 

Rome, has taken away ithe continual burnt- offering! from.Christr -

the Prince of the hest, and Oast down the'plaoeiof his:sanctuary. 

Surely there is. abundant proof to show that the burden of the 

vision is the sanctuary and the perversion of its service. 

*4. The general purpose of the visions of the seventh and 

eiehth chapters of Daniel is to sound a warning concerning the 

rise of a power which would antagonize-the :)nrpose of God already-

announced (Ban 2:44) to establi9h his everlasting kingdom in the 

earth. In these two visions the at power is described, but 

in the former its kingly power la emphasized, in the latter its 

-flgrieAtly power. From thedWallption or this same power given by 
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the apostle Paul 	These* 2:3,4h we learn that 'the man of sin' 

will take his place in the tei4sle of God, 'setting himself forth 

as. Gad., this furnishes a key to the correct interpretation of the 

vision of the eighth chapter of Daniel, with its emphasis upon 

the sanctuary and its: services.-: 

As the power with shish we are now dealing to 

to the plan of GOit to este:I:dig 	 the 

through the agency or his Son, who 	 the. Scr 

as both king and priest (Zech. 6:13),•it follows that this anti-

Christian agent of evil would appear in the role both of king •  

and of priest. in the vision of the seventh chapter he kingly 

idea predominates. The divine interpreter of the vision declared 

that after 	ten kings should arise out of the fourth kinclgost 

'another [icing] shall arise after then,. and it was further de-

Glared--that this eleventh king-(shah-pat deli-three kings 

the vision of the,-.eighth chapter-the priestly side,  ot this power 

is put forward, the. takin0 awtt;of the I.= burnt offering 

the casting down and treading underfoot of the-sanctuary,: indlOate,  - 

such an interferezioe with the= rediato 

tern as typified in the earthly sanctuar 

be accomplished only by one assuming priestly 

thus olear that these two visions are the soap entente of each 

other,Rnd that taken together they furnish a complete description 

of that papal power which has assueed both political _and spiritual 

rule over the earth. 

"That the Papacy, or modern Babylon, 13 the spiritual coun—

tezprt of ancient Babylon, and that, therefore, the outline of 

the history of ancient Babylon a's furnished by the aphet Baniel 
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will apply to this modern Babylon, iaclearly indicated in the 

Scriptures. Rote the following parallels: The Lord gave ancient 

Jerusalem into the hands of ancient Babylon (Dan. 7:25). The 

vessels of the sanctuary at Jerusalem fell into the hands of 

ancient Babylon. (Dan. I:2}, end-wers;used by Babylon's last king 

in the worship of the false gods (Dan. 5:3, 3; so also the_people 

of God and the sanctuary service were given over tomodern Babylon 

(Dan. 8:13„, 	indicating the same sacrilegious perversion 

of sacred things. Ancient Babylon attempted to enforce its 

decree of the burning of dissenters (Dan.. 3:35); so also the Papaw, 

or modern Babylon, has persecuted heretics. The description of 

the downfall of ancient Babylon as found in the fiftieth and fifty 

first chapters of Jeremiah, and especially the final sentence 

upon Babylon (Jer. 51:64), corresponds exactly to the description 

of the downfall of modern Babylon found in the eighteenth chapter 

of Revelation and Specially. verse. 21:_t In-  the Making of.. the -Veit 

image of gold. and the requirement to worship lit (Daniel 3), is era-

pressed Babylon's purpose that its own kingdom should -ba-peirmen, 

ent, and that there-should be no:kingdoms succeeding it, as rep-. - 

resented in Nebuchadnezzar dream of the,  great image by the parts-

of silver, brass, iron, ;and clay. So also has modern Babylon 

opooeed the eetarilasment of God's kingdom by setting up a false 

kingdom, although under the pretense of loyalty to God. Finally, 

in the seventeenth chapter of Revel tion, we have the title 'Baby --

ion the Gre-ta written upon the forehead of the woman who is de- 

fined to be *the great city which reigneth over the kings of the 

earth.' This great city was Rome, and the woman was the Church 

of Roma, which is thus distirc tly declared to be 'Babylon the Greet" 
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or modern Babylon.:  

m5-ititecnow coke to-the fifth.. and most important.ofthese 

propositioneS. namelyr that in theffiriesthoed of:the p 	church 

and its sacrifice, of he male wIll:be-fOundthe fulfillsent of 

the'oentral- featurea:of tine prophecy. In.. esta}*ii sh 

positioivinecomee- ntoesearsflo*show . that- the:Papacy hati-taiin/ 

-,-away "thepoptinualbuint offeringuandiwe- trociden down 

and the sanctuary.: 

"Twa or three preliminary observations should -be me4arbefore 

dealing- with_theimain preposition._:It is first important 	n 

to what sanctuary reference 1s made in this prophecy. 	a 

be easily datermined by noting that it is the sanctuary which is 

in existence at the. close of the 2300 prophetic days, or 2300 

literal years, 	mod in-the fourteenth verse. This 

commencing in 457 BC and closing in. 1844, brings us down.to a 

time.many oentnries-after the. time 

typical Jewish eystea waa destrayet.'.- The sanctuary of taw.  

-propheoy is therefore ,  the one Mentioned-in.-the divine_laterp 

tation of the typical- System in thee* words: 

"ife have such_a high, Priest, who eat down on Wright-

hand of the Majesty in the heavens, a minister of the sanctuary, 

and of the true tabernacler rbloh the Lord pitchede: not - man.* 

Hob. 8:1, 2. 

"In the same epistle the contrast is drawn between 'the copies 

of the things in the heavens,' referring to the typical sanctuary 

and its service, and 'the heavenly things themselves," referring. 

to the sanctuary in heaven. In the further discussion of this 

subject we shall therefore assume that the sanctuary of this 
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prophecy isthe--tteatelil 	 t i sanctuary,. - where Christ, our great High- 

Priest hae-ministered_ Since: his ascension. to heaven. 

Pee mustt-nert-44quire into-the meaning of the phra 

continual buret Catering.' In the Authoriaeo‘ Version the phrase 

is 'the daily 	 Translators of both versions, 

the ititerpratatien 	commentators, :regarded the-  little 

horn of this chapter -ae a. leyiabol.of- Antiochue:.:Epiphenee, an 

referred the Whole- prophecy to the work of that king, his-over-

throw of the anaientritual service, and his defi/ement of-the tem-

pie s.t Jerusalem. In harmany_eith -this- view they supplied a word 

which would limit the meaning to one particular phase of the 

typical se.rtioe, the sacrifice. The interpretation of the prophecy 

which maces the Papacy a very prominent factor in its fulfillment 

naturally suggests that a different word -should be supplied. -  In 

order to determine what that word should be, it is proper to eve 

eider the use of the word continual 	the Old Testament an On•• 

nection with the sanctuary earvice* 	 s it -1a - ueed in 

that same connection in this prophecy: --From ench„a study we 

that the word continual is applied to the burnt offer 	We. 29;: 

43), to the incense offering ',(EX. 30:13)„ and to - the showbread 

(Num. 4:711 ., These were the three principal features in the 

sanctuary service, as is indicated in Z Chron. 2;4. We conclude, 

therefore, that with the word continual used in thi-,  prochecy in 

connection with the heavenly sanctuary, such a word should be 

supplied as would cover in a general way the ',Thole antitypical 

service in the heavenly sanctuary, of which the earthly service 

was a type. We therefore suggest -either 'ministry,' sew:noes  

or mediation.' Inasmuch as it is through the service of the 

6 3 
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heavenly sanctuary that the mediatorial work of Christ finds 

,expression, - we think that- ths_sord mediation_is the most 

appropriate- one  to supply. The following extracts will be 

- helpful in this, connection: 

meThe expression 0the4erpetdalAkery ce° Isnot in the Old 

- Testament an equivalent Its the dalIyHeacrifice,-  although used 

in that sense in the Talsudinnd.later Hebrew.' 	"Dankeland 

His proohecies," C.R.H.Wright. Page 179.  

i'Tameed (continuall is everything in the worship of God 

which is not used merely temporerily,:but is permanent, as the 

daily sacrifice, the setting forth of-the'showhread, and the. 

like. The limitation of it to the daily morning and evening 

service in the writings of the rabbis is unknown in the Old Tes-

tament. The word much rather comprehends all that is of permanent 

use in the holy services of divine worship.' -4. "Commentary on tha; 

Book of Daniel,* Keil, page 298.  

"Fe are now prepared to affirm:that whatever :fulfill 

specifications concerning the little horn of this prophec 

attempt, to take awaufrOm Christ,- our:great Hi Priest tristhe-

heavenly sanctuary, his ministry of mediation, and put in its 

place a system of its own invention. Has the Papacy done this/ 

"In attempting to answer this question we present first the 

fact Apat the Pope of Rome, the head of the papal system, is 

Pontifex Maximus, the head of a sacrificing priesthood: -- 

"The Council" 

with Old Testament 
Kail Von Hase, Vol 
in the mass. 

of Trent bagel the priesthood, in ,iocordsmoe 
H4nd Book of the Controversy With Rome,N 
2rinciplesi  upon the offering of sacrifice 
I, page 156.  
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reill the power of thetas ern_prieethood is summed up-1n  

the pope,,who, according to,,the Roman dogma, by virtue of divine 

appointment is the head of the. Collective church, the viceroy 

or 'Christ on earth.' 	Id.; pake'196-- : 

'Furthermore, it is openly asserted that'in the system of, 

mediation established in the Roe= Cathie Catholic Church 10:found 

the full-  realization of all that Was foreshadowed in the ancient 

typical service of the sanctuary. This is made dear .by the fallow-

ing extract from a Roman Catholic source: -- 

" It is only necessary to run over-the books of the Old 

Testaruent, especially Exodus, Leviticus, and:Deuteronomy,. 

tablish the fact that the Jewish church, called by the evangel-

ists and the apostles the shadow and the figure of the Christian 

- society, can in fact be the shadow and figure of the'Catholiq 

Church alone. in the Jetta system there is one-;  visibla 

Moses, continuing to live on in the sovereign pootiffs,„ 

sive high priests, who act in his chairii '-This_Ziesd presides over 

a complete hierarchy, to which entire" obedience isi, duelunderthe 

severest penalties. These priests teach with authorith'erplain 

the law, preserve the traditions, maintain the practice of morality, 

pray, and offer sacrifices,. 	in a word, govern the religious 

society. In these features who cannot recognize Jesus .Christ 

still living for the government of the Catholic.  Chinch in Pater 

and hio succesriors, the Roan pontiffs presiding over the whole .  

exxlcslastio‘l hierarchy, over the aithority,the consecration;_ 

c-J1J the functions of h priests of the new lax?.  If Christ is 

come "not to destroy the law, but to carry it to perfection,' 

allt4-n_t is iaperfect In the synagoaue ought to be psrfect in tha 
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churci, 	high priesthood, sacraments, sacrifices, etc.. This 

perfection of the law we perceive throughout the Catholic system.! 

"Cath/ein Doctrine as Defined by the Council of Trent,n by  

the Rev. A. Rampant S. J., Page 63.  

"The extent to:which -this human system of mediation has been 

developed is well described by a conservative writer: 

"' Few of us have ever gasped the full significance*: 

. sacerdotalism as a papal device.'  It puts thepriest:betweenjhe 

soul and ali else:even Cod„ at eiery.  etage of development, In. 

the most ingenious. and subtle system ever imagined. First of all, 

it controls wedlock, coming between the men and the wom ►;  

determine whom each shall wed, in the interests of the church. 

-Then when offspring come, it puts the priest between the infant 

and its ingrafting into the church, in baptiim; subsequently be- 

tween the child and the Word of God, in oatechetical Lastruction; 
-. 

between.the sinner and absolution, in the confeseions4_between, 

the comiminiOantand the mystic wafer,, in the mass; between the 

candidate and the gift of the Spiritv ieconfirmation; between the-;  

man and the ministry, in.ordination;between the dying and,his-;= 

hereafter, in extreme unction; and even beyond death, follows the 

soul into pgrgatory, in masses for the dead. From the *radii to 

the grave, and even afterward, there is always a human mediator 

to interpose; and this alone accounts for the marvelous power 

of the priesthood, wherever this internal tribunal holds sway.' 

-- Rev. A. T. Pierson, in the Missionary Review of the World, 

July, 1908. 

"According to Roman Catholic theology the sacrifice of the mass 

is a *continual sacrifice whereby to warship God in a manner 
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worthy of him,' and in offering this sacrifice the priest takes 

the place-of Christ. This is set forth in the following quota- 

tianet 	- 

"It was therefore proper that;  as i the. law of nature and 

in the Mosaic le-  there were sacrifices instituted by, the Almighty; 

there should also be iu-the -las of grace a-con:usual searing. 

whereby to worship God in a iaanner worthy of him, besides the One 

Sacrifice offered by our bard Jesus Christ on Ht. Caliary. -=' 

°Catholic Belief," Rev. 'Joseph Faa Di Prune, D. D., New York, 

Benziger Brothers, pge.97* 

"The holy sacrifice of the mass does not differ in its essence  

fro' the se...orifice offered up upon lit. Calvary. As we find on 

Calvary and in the mar.  the same identiacl civtia and the same 

principal Offerer, Jesus Christ, the two sacrifices are essentially 

the ,same.. The two secrifioes- only differ in non-essentials;  Mat 

because only the manner of- offerirw it different 

by Christ personally, the other is-offered-.by.his-tbx-o  

ministen. The former was offered with real-suffering;  real 

shedding of blood, and real deith of• the Victim; the latter with 

only a myetiaol suffering, a mystical shedding of blood, and a ---

mystical death of the sass Victim.. Therefore the priest, at the 

time of the consecration, does not ray 'This is the body of - 

Christ, e but, acting in the person of Christ, 'Do this,' or, 

"Offer up this.* It is on account of this sacrifice offered 

daily on our altars by Christ that our Lord is called 'a Priest 

forever according to the order of Melchizedek." -- Id., page 101. 

* a s * 
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"A noted saint and doctor of the Roman Church has defined 

the position held by the priest, in these words: -- 

1,8  When he ascended into heaveni:Jesus Christ left:his'priestr-,---. 

him to hold on earth his-place of mediate; between God and 

men,'partioulaxly- Onthe-altar.A---.mlignity and Duties of 
• , 

Priest;.orSelvar, St. AlphonsUs.de.Liguori,, New York, Bop:lint _.. 

Brothers, 1889, page 34. 

"The Pope, as the.head of the Roman Catholic-  priesthood, is 

given the very same title which in the Scriptures is accorded,te- . 

Christ. Thus in an editorial in-the Tablet (Roman Catholic). Of 

June1914, Italy is mentioned as -that nation "whose capital-

is also the center of Christendom, and against the spoilation of 

which, as the seat of his necessary temporal dominion, Christena;1 

dam's head, in the person of our High Priest [Italics ouzel,—

still makes-his dignified proteet."It 

Poman Catbolioflegard the-Pope as oar 

"'The center in Christian theology is the.Mediatorial prin-

ciple. The center of the Christian systeale neither God nor 

man, but the God-man -- the Mediator. Christianity is the religion 

of reconciliation. "All religion is union between God and man.* 

But the religion of the Bible is a reunion, a reinstated fellow-

ship. In the accomplishing of this reunion, or reconciliation, 

Jesus Christ is the sole Mediator. *deli was in Christ reconcil-

ing the world unto himself." Hence the central idea in Christian 

theology is mediatorie1. 1 * -- "Creation Centered in :Thriat,0H.  

Grattan Guinness, D. 	London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1896, page 88. 
-- 	end Of paper 
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Opening of 10:45 session. 

prayer by Elder Danielle. 

Professor Sorenson presented is subject as 

follows: 

The' brethren who have gone"before me have dealt 

with various sections in what appease to me a conclusive. 

manner,: Itinow becomes m7 part to ptesent-the last section*  

the section of Danie1,11, from verse 40 to the close of the-

chapter. This is a comparatively easy task of delineating 

the history of the past century. 

It is a fact well recognized that , in many lines of 

thought objections present themselves. It is also well 

recognized that a subject -Is not necessarily fealty in. Its 

presentation because- raven-objection is not cleared away, 

IndsaIing with large:cueStiohs of religions and hletori 
. 	, 

truth, it ii quitepossibiefor certain objections-

present themselves to the mind that May remain unansiered 

a time. But if the points in favor of a given view are 

more , and involve more certainty than the objections 

raised against it', the line of argument will still stand. 

'The nature of the human mind is such that a full, compre- 

hensive view of truth is not arrived at in an instant 

Objections that appear insurmountable for the time being may 

clear themselves later on as truth presents itself to the 

mind in different relations. 
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The subject itself I have divided into ten 

simple, clear, add consecutive topics, .My division was 

given me by the text itself 	the Scripture itself,: 
- _ \ 

as I Can them off one by. one. -I only expect to give a 

very simple, straightforward.presentation, and call your 

attention--.to some facts_that are not obscure in the least, 

but known-to every student of -Meters. And the books 

-/ have used are here on therplatform, and I would be. glad 

to have. you examine them. .They are practically all books 

of recent date of publication. , It is not necessary to go 

to some obscure, unknown history, but go to standard books 

of reference, books that are recognized as being-standard.- -

My first division,then, is 

(1) 	The Time of the End  

This section begiha with a very definite time 

specification -10 At the time of the end.' 

chapter undet consideration, in-verse 33; we 

of. God_spoken of:- 

his same - 

the 

°And they that understand among the'peopleehall 
instruct many: yet they shall tall by the swords.,andMy:.:  
flame, by captivity, and_by spoil; many days. .-.. 

'Anduome .of them of understanding shall fall, 
to try them, and to purge, and to make them white, even-to 
the time of the end: because it-is yet for a time appointed.' 
(Verse 35.), 

An appointed time during which the people of God 

would suffer affliction at the hands of the papal 

persecutors is repeatedly referred to, both in the prophecies . 

of Daniel and also in connection with thOse of Revelation. 

In every instance that refers to a time when the papacy 

received power to exercise dominion over God's law and over 
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God's people; the period beginning with 533-38, continuing 

1260 years, and terminating With the momentous events of the 

French Revolution and the captivity of the Pope, from. 

1723-98,; In Great controversy,-on page 356,- we find the 

following quotation dolidernitig-thettimeof the snit- 

'This is especially true-of the book of Daniel. 
But that part-of his prophecy which-related to the last, days, 
Daniel was bidden to close up and seal 'to the time of the 
end.t Not till we reach this time could a message concerning 
the Judgment be proclaimed's -baled -on a fulfillment of -these 
prophecies. But ay getime of the end, says the prophet, 
*many shall run to and fro, and knoWledge shall be increased.' 

*Martin Luther placed the Judgment about three 
hundred yeari in the future to from his day. "But since 1798 
the book of Daniel has been unsealed, knowledge of the pro—
phecies has increased, and many have-proclaimed the solemn 
message of the Judgment near." 

Thus we have located, first in the language of the-

Scriptures themselves, the duration-of time which would 

terminate in the time of the end. With this 	 i.on,  

held-by-this: people since its very-beginningi_Clearlyeoinc dee - - 

the teaching of the Spirit of Propheoy-is just read. 

(2) The King of the-South-- 

"At the time of the ent-Shallthe'king;ofifthe 

South push at him.e .The pronoun phimi in this case is not 

difficult to locate. It clearly finds its antecedent in the 

willful infidel king introduced in the 36th verse. This king 

has conclusively been established, lay.professor Lacey, as 

being France at the time of its revolutionary- experience. 

The Great Napoleon was simply a child of the revolution!  

He was a young unknown lieutenant of artillery during 

the opening years of the revolution. As the general 

commanding the Italian armies of that movement he mounted to 

fame. His work in Italy was finished by the Treaty of Campo 
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Formic in 1797. The great enemy of the French Revolution was 

England. The revolutionary leaders realized that their 

cause would not be secure unless it were possible for them:  

to breeit the Sea power of England and cripple that country. 

Napoleon was appointed commander in billet of the army 

of invasion; He wentudowate:InspeCt the-preparations 

made for carrying an army-of invasion enrage the channel. 

He clearly saw that the time had not come- yeti and therefore 

he persuaded- the - Directory to Send him in,owsmand of ah - 

adequate forceto conquer Egypt from the Mamelukes, and by 

the reopening of the BUes:Canal provide a way to India !hereby 

that colonial possession might be wrested :tom England as the 

first step toward her downfall. 

I will call attention to the map that stands 

before us, and locate these places. That is what makes my 

task so very simple -- it is merely a matter of location 

geographical situations , and.  present-.some teats 

history, because the time assigned. tome labrief. France 

was carrying on -a great pripeganda.- . /t was, not merely, 

infidelity;' net merely:  Bolshevism pacific, but Bolshevism 

militant; socialism and infidelity in a militant frame of 

mind; trying to carry their doctrines by force. The great 

instrument under God for law and order has been England '—

England has been the great force for law and order. And the 

great question was, how to cross the channel and take 

England. Naturally the Directory would say it could not be 

done; it was not passible. Napoleon had finished his 

c-Impign in Italy, as leading general of the Revolution. 

Instead of crossing over, Napoleon saw this task was entirely 
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too large, and he took 40,000 men and landed at Alexandria. 

The idea was -to -later *et an adequate farce, reopen the Suez 

Canal, and thereby ,send fresh forces down and cOnquer 

India), which had recently been in possession of the British 

and had passed into the hands of the English during the 

preceding fifty years. The idea was to reopen the 

Suez Canal, have access to the British fleets passing to 

_ without let-or hindrance.: 

The king of the South.  in-ehe early part of 

this chapter - is - located in Egypt, the division of 

Alexander's Empire established by ptolemy. At the time-

under consideration, 1798, Egypt was to all practical 

purposes an independent dominion, controlled by the 

Mamelukes, a military aristocracy governed by two boys. 

The.  historian Rose, in his "Life- of WaPelecep.'editiOn 

of 1901,- on _pages 171, 172, well states--the situation:. 

lint this seizure of neutral-territory he offered' 
no excuse other than-that the Bays, who were the real, rulers 
of Egypt, had favored English. cosmeree and xeragnilty 
some.utrages-On French 'merchants. -Be-strOve4 however, to 
induce the Sultan of_ Turkey to-beliefs that the Trench , 
invasion - of Egypt was a friendly: act i as it-would overthrow 
the power of the Mamelykes,' who had reduced Turkish -
authority to a mere Shadow.' This was the argument which he 
addressed to the Turkish officials, but _it proved -to be too -
subtle even for the - oriental' mind fully to appreciate. 
Routasaxtsits Bonaparte' chief concern was to win- over 
the subject population, which consisted of diverse races. 
At the surface were the Vamelukes, a powerful military 
order, possessing a magnificent cabalry, governed by two Beye, 
and scarcely recognizing the vague suzerainty claimed by the 
Porte 4  it --eisibinimriawfraiaimste,"Overaiusseaus  

This same independent state of Egypt is well 

set forth by the historian J. C. MeCoan, in "Egypt As It /s„" 

pages 75, 76: 

India, and thereby conquer India and cripple England, and in 

time break her power, and so enfeeble her as to take possession 
, 	- 
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- '*The-conquest Of the country by Syltan Selim I,1  
in 1517, abolished the Mameluke dynasty, but did not -: 
establish in its steed.the full eotakeignty of the Porte 
(meaning the Turkish Government): The great military 
aristocracy of the bays remained in unweakened 	? 
force;  and the conqueror was fain-  to conclude with them a 
regular treaty-  by whidh Egypt *wasHconst anted in effect ..- 
a republie; feudallt subject :to, the. sultan' and. his succeesores, 
but the "government or:throb .was Still ,left -Sir" the hands of - 
the Mameluke chiefe,-aoting as a council of regency under - 
a pasha, whose almost conIy: function. Wan-to, receive and:remit 
to- COnstantinople ,the- stipulated tribute; and-  who was: himself 
deposeble at will .by this Mameluke divan. The boys also ' 
retained the right of-electing their own chief, who,,.. in 
concert with:hie_fellowet: levied taxee, . maintained an nays  
coined money, and otherwise exercised supreme authority -- - 	- 
over the country. Shadowy as was the sovereignty thus left 
to the Porte, it became, lf possible, Still more unreal- 
during the domestic turbulence and foreign wars of the 
succeeding reigns, until, in 1763; the then dominant bey 
refused payment of the tribute, expelled the resident pasha;  
and proclaimed himself •Sultan of Egypt and Lord of the 
Two Seas.' -(This is more than twenty years before the time 
of the end.) 	Although this revolt was not successful, 
the Porte gladly compounded the treason by reconfirming 
the disaffected chiefs. in their old powers; and the 
deposition of its representative, by the simple fiat of.the beys;  
became thenceforward an incident of almost yearly:occurrence-:--- 
To this merely nominal suzerainty had the authority of the sultan-
been reduced whear  in- 17981  the French invasion under 
Bonaparte tor three years,  extinguished it altogethei%w- 

----- 
(3) push at Him  

'This expression, designates the warlike situation 

arising between the armies of the French Revolution and the 

country of Egypt in the. year 1798. The word -itself does 

not necessarily indicate the nature of the onslaught; 

whether they came together in ,feebleness or -in might 

is not indicated by the unvarying uqe of the word itself, 

as pointed out by Gesinius in his lexicon. It often 

represents simply a state of war. 
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(4)  Reasons for Napoleon's presence in ggypt  

The preceding verses have clearly set before 

us the events transpiring in:revolutionary France:-  When 

that nation whose rulers had so long maintained the power:,  

of the Papacy aroused itself,.4a4 under revolutionary 

influences and. under different.-leadership," inflicted - the 

death stroke on the-papal SysteM, this did more thahany- 

other movement. in breaking the Spell which the Papacy had 

cast _over ,the minds of- A
„
nn.—A few-extracts-froth the standard- 

histories dealing with thin subject will set forth the 

situation as it was in 1798 at "the time of the -end."' 

The first is from Dr. J. A. R. Marriott, "The Eastern 

Question," published by Oxford press in 1917, on pages 

150, 151: (Any one who wishes to study the Eastern 

Question is almost compelled to take this work as the latest 

and most Modern preSentation of the subject, written by one of 

England's foremost' scholars and put out by:the well known 

publishem.) 

"But it was on Egypt that his attention 
. really-concentrated, and. on Egyptatainly-aaa- means-to  
overthrow of the Empire of England.:-Talleyrand represented 
his views to the Directory:. 'Our war with this Ptwer(England), 
represents the meet favorable opportunity for the invasion of 
Egypt. Threatened by- an imminent landing on her shores - 
she will not desert her coasts to prevent our enterprise 
(in Egypt). This further offers usa possible chance of 
driving the English out of India by sending thitber 15,000 
troops from Cairo via Suez.' 

- "It was, however, to the command of the Army 
of England that Bonaparte was gazetted in NoveMber 1797. 
Re accepted it not with an arriere-pensee  (any great interest). 
'This little Europe,' he said to Bourrienne, 'offers too 
contracted a field. One mast go to the rust -to gain power 
and greatness. Europe is a mere mole-hill; it is only 
in the East- where there are 600,000,000 of human beings, 
that there have ever been vast empires and mighty revolutions. 
I an willing: to inspect the northern coast to see what can be 



done. But if, as -I fear, the success of a landing in 
England should appeardoubtful,-I shall make my Army 

' of England the Army of the East and go to Egypt:1" 

Quoting- again- frOM"Napelean the First, by 

Fournier,-on page 1244  we have the motives for the expedition 
- • 

set forths and:the reasons allegedto:the-Sultan given 

*Tin expeditioart-Pthe- exient-waa begun with an, 
army of 40,000 of the best soldiers, embarked upon one of

greatest fleete which:had ever been equipped by -France, 
and whichwas-designed.ta5aSsure to the Republic the supre—
macy on the Mediterranean. The general, was accompanied by 
a staff-of a-hundred-and twenty-scholars,-.mechanicians, 
engineers,-among Whom:fignredIMOnge_and-Berthollet, "who were-
to Sake scientific' investigations in that distant country, 
to prepare the way for projected colonization and to 
open the necessary waterways. Talleyrand was to follow 
a little later to enter upon direct negotiations with the 
porta and convince the Sultan that the expeditiXon was: in 
nowise aimed against him, but solely against the Mamelukes, 
.despising his suzerainty, were governing Egypt like 
independent princes." 

On page 129 of the same author we have the 

ocl a 	van 

"Bonaparte, having taken Alazandriacn the 2nd of 
July, likewise addressed himself, to tiavinhabltantst.ortha„ 
country; In a proolamation rendered into-the,Arabia_WY 
represented.himself as the friend of-the Sultamraomeytki?-
destroy his: enemies--the MameIukes and to.  deliver-Abe; - - 
Egyptian people from their tyranny He proclaimed the 
equality of all men.before God, the same...Cod whom he recognized - H, 
in the, Kbran; and in:ordpr to awaken mare coMpletely:tho:,:: 
confidence of-the population and-counteract the-preceptsvOf 
the Reran which forbade submission to any nation not- of the: 
faithful, he declared that the French were true Mk/a- Sultans, 
and adduced An evidence the fact that they had vanquished the 
pope and annihilated the.  Knights of Malta. -All this was_.  - 
hardly likely to make any great ithpression upon the dull 
sensibilities of the Fellaheen. They submitted to the new 
invasion as to any other domination. The actual enemy with 
which Bonaparte had to contend was the cavalry of the 
Mamelukes.* 

This clearly sets forth the fact that Napoleon's 

campaign was not primarily directed against the people of 

Egypt,but against- the Vamelukea, the governing power of 

the country. If the Mamelukes had not sought to maintain 

themselves by military force, Napoleon and the people would 
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have gotten alert* well together. 

QUESTION; . (ELDER BOLLOAN) Could you give_ us 3ust the 

reason,-  the significance, of what you see in that? 

ANSWER:I The significance tolmy mind is simply this, _ 	. 
Brother Wellman, ,:that the inhabitants of of Egypt-Were not 

adverse to changing Masters, except-  the 'Mamelukes and 

military caste. The people were willing to submit to 

Napoleon. But -the. Mamelukes organized themselves and came; 

like a whirlwind down against Alexandria. 

QUESTIONt What do you see in that? 

ANSWER:- It is a historical fulfilment of the 

prediction that at the time of the end the king of the South 

would push at him. The king of the South is the pamelukes. 

If they ,  had given up their dominion there would have been 

no national uprising against Napoleon] but the- Mameluke* 

organized their: forces. And- to my' mind this is a fulfillment: 

of -the specification - of the prophecy occurring td 

that the king of the south-shall push at tim.: 

QUESTION (ELDER TAIT):. CoUld you- lustleXOlaim - 

in a word how .the kilig.of. the South should be pushing at: him, 

when it is manifest that Napoleon was pushing the kingof the-- 

South? 

ANSWER: As we get a little farther along that will 

clear itself. 

(5) The  King of the North in 1798 

  

The prophet next introduces the king of the North 

doming against the French armies like a whirlwind, with 

chariots and horsemen and with many ships. who is 

represented in 1798 as the Kin. of the North? The geographical 
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designation is one pointed out in the early verses-of the 

chapter, where after the vision of Alexander's Empire 

that portion lying North of Palestine engaged in the 

long drawn-out contest with Egypt which *as designated. 

as the king of the South.. T“his,Partioglar exposition - 

it was not so much- a question who was the king of the-

North originally, nor who had been the king, of the North 

from time to time, but we have a definite chronological. 
- 	: 

landmark 	it is satrthe time of the end" this kingbf the 

North will come with .overwhelming forces against the-French 

armies. ,No one will question, but that in 179Wthe 

territornice occupied by-in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia by 

Seleucus and-his successors as kings of the north waa 

occupied by the Thurkish nation. This power constitutes in 

this portion of the prophecy the king, of the North. - This-is 

the power that makes the great' onslaught and comet 

whirlwind against the; valliant forces of tharrinch„: 

_Quoting from-the same historians again,, Roses "Life 

Napoleon I! paha 184, points put,thsfamt:that the aggress 

step was taken by.  Turkey,as with overwhelming force, .sustained 

by Great Britain and Russia, she-swept down through Asia 

minor and Northern Syria, in her conflict-with -the - forces -

under Napoleon's command: 

"meanwhile Turkey had declared war on France, and 
was sending an army through Syria for the recovery of !tot), 
while another expedition was assembling at Rhodes. Like all 
great captains, Bonaparte was never content with the defensive; 
his convictions and his pugnacious instincts alike Urged him 
to rive rather than to receive the blow; and he argued that 
he could attack and destroy the Syrish force before-the 
cessation of the winter's g?les would allow the other Turkish 
expeiition to attempt a disembarkation at Aboukir. If he 
waited in Egypt, he might have to meet the two attacks at 



once, whereas, if he struck at Jaffa and Acre, he would rid 
himself of the -chief mass of hin foes. Besides, as he- 
explained in his letter of February 10th, 1799, to.the 
Directors, his seizure of those towns wouldrob the 
English-fleet-of-its base-of mippliee and thereby cripple: 
its activities off the coast of Egypt. .So far, his reasons for 
the Syrian campaign are intelligible and sound:: But he alio 
gave out that, leaving Desaiz and his Ethiopian supernumar-
aries to defend Egypt,- he himself-would: accomplish the conquest 
of syria,and the East: he wouldraise. 	reveltthe 
Christians of the-Lebanon-mut; Armenias:..ovelithrorthe-Turkish 
power:-in Asiap.andthen march either on.Constantinople or 
Delhi," 	 \, 

(6)  The Manner-in Which Turkey-Comes  

I have divided this topic ender three, subaheada:- 

(a) Like a whirlwind. All the forcesInf a great 

nation aroused to its utmost are hurled against the invador - 

And I would like to call your attention to_tbe sive of the 

Ottoman power at that time., It was no insi Moan situation. 

The Ottoman Eapire at the- time of.the end reacted,from the 

dividing line-here, the,king of:the South,:all.aroundthe..1 

Black Sea, and took in the entire-Balkan peninsula It was a: 

large area to be invaded. Archibald Alisetc7itMem 

"History of:Europe,* from 1789. to 	edlti ri-mtlf147, 
. 	„ . 

page 516 gives:the whole nituationa. 

'The consequences of the battle ofth 	'—
vier. to the last degree disastrous to France.. Its effectst 
Europe were immense, by reviving, IS% will be detailesiterera - 
after, tje coalition against its Republican government-; but 
in the East, it at once brought on: the"Egyptian army the whole-
weight of the ottoman Empire. The. French ambassador at 
Constantinople had found great difficulty for long- xestratatig 
in restraining the indignation of the sultan;- the good-sense 
of the Turks could not easily be persuaded that it was an 
act of friendship to the Forte to invade one of the mast 
imoortant provinces of the Empire, destroy its militia, and 
subject its inhabitants to the dominion of a European power. 
No .sooner,' therefore, was the divan at liberty to speak their 
real sentiments, by the destruction of the armament which had 
so long spread terror through the Levant, than they gave 
vent to their. indignation. War was formally deolare&aaainst 
France, the differences with Russia adjusted, and the forma-
tian of an army imaedtately decreed to restore the authority 
of the Crescent on the banks of the Niles./ 
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The indignation manifested by the Turks as they 

mustered all their foroes to repel the French, i5 especially 

pointed out. 

(b), He will come With horsemen. 

Quoting again from Alison, pages 521, 522, we see: the large 
_ 	. 

number of cavalry, the mainstay,oflhe Turkish forces, whit: 

we re massed againit Napoleons comparatively small army: , 

'Meanwhile, the Ottomans were collecting all their 
forces on the other side of the Jordan to raise the,  siege. 
Napoleon had concluded a sort of alliance with the Druses, 
a bold and hardy race of Christian mountaineers, who inhabit - 
the heights of Lebanon,_ and only awaited the capture Of 
Acre to-declare openly for hie cause, and throw off the yoke 
of their Mussulman rulers, The Turks however, on their 
side, had not been idle. By vast exertions, they had 
succeeded in rousing the Mohammedan population of all the 
surrounding provinces; the remains of the Vamelukes of Ibrahim 
Bey; the lanizaries of-Aleppo and. of Damascus, joined to an 
innumerable horde of irregular cavalry, formed a vast army, 
which had already pushed its advanced posts beyond the Jordan, 
and threatened soon to envelop the besieging force. The French 
troops occupied the mountains of Naplouse Cana in Galilee, 
and Nazareth; Dames forever immortal in boly writt  at which the 
devout ardour of the Crusaders burned with generous enthusiasm, 
but which were now visited by the descendants of a Christi= 
people without either interest in, of knowledge- of, the 	 - 
inestimable benefits which were there conferred upon mank 

"Kleber had left Nazareth with all his forces„ 
in order to make en attack on the Turkish camel but he was 
anticipated by-  the enemy, who advanced to meet him, ;,,with_  
fifteen thousand cavalry and as many infantry, as far as the 
village of Flotilla Kleber instantly draw up his little. arm,  
in squares with the artillery at the angles, and the forma,. - 
tion was hardly completed when the immense mass came thandering 
down, threatening to trample their handful of enemies under 
their horses' hoofs. The steady aim and the rolling fire of 
the French veterans brought down the foremost of the 
assailants, and soon formed a rampart of dead bodies of 
men and horses, behind which they bravely maintained the 
unequal combat for six hours, until at length Napoleon, with -
the cavalry and fresh divisions, arrived on the heights which 
overlooked the field of battle, and amid the multitudes 
with which it was covered, distinguished his men by the 
regular and incessant volleys_which issued from their ranks, 
forming: steady flaming spots amid the molting throng with 
which they were surrounded." 

Quoting further from the historian Abbott, in 

"The Life of Napoleaon Bonaparte,„  Vol. 1, pages 217-219, 
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we hear more of the numbers of the horsemen and chariots which 

the Turks sent against_Napoleon: 

-0Napoleonshad been engaged for ten days An an t 
almost,. incessant assault upon the works of Acre when the 
approach of the great Turkish army_was announced.. It con. 
sisted"of about thirty thousand troops, twelve thousand of 
whom were the fiercest:and beet.trainefdhorsemen of the 
world. 

.-"Eleber Was.sent.forward with an advance guardefH 
three thousand men:-  Napoleon followed soon after with three 
thousand more. 

_ "As Klebert  with his-little band, defiled from 
a narrow valley at the foor of Mt. Tabor, he entered upon an 
extended plain. It vas earlyin the morning of the sixteenth 
of April. The-unclouded sun was just rising over the-bills 
of Palestine, and revealed to his view the whole embattled 
Turkish host spread out before him. The eye was dazzled - 
with the magnificent spectacle, as proud banners and plumes, 
and gaudy turbans and glittering steel, and all the- barbaric 
martial pomp of the East were reflected by the rays of the 
brilliant Morning. Twelve thouaand horsemen, decorated with 
the most. gorgeousttrappings-of military- show,- and mounted' on-
the fleetest Arabian chariots, were prancing and curveting 
in- all directions: 	The French, too proud and self-confident 
to retreat before any superiority in numbers, -.had barely time 
to form themselves into one of Napoleon's impregnable squares, 
when the whole cavalcade or-horsemen, With gleaming sabers, 
and hideous yells; and like the sweep of the 
lit-  seems very strange to me that the historian,,- not a. Bible 
student, should so accurately describe the/things mentioned -: 
in the 11th' chapter of Daniel_ Somehow: its 	met-. 
profoundly as I read it; 	like-. theSweep ofHthe:WiSd-„, 
came rtshing- down upon them. 	ma:flit - the 
squares knew-that%his life depended upon his immobility, 
and each one stood, shoulder to shoulder with his comrades, 
like a rock," 

(c) With many ships. 
. 	. 

• This is pointed.mout-by the prophecy as being 

one of the features of the campaign worthy of note.-  The 

Turks themselfes have not been known in history as a sea-

faring people, but in this connection the fleets both of 

Russia and of England, joined themselves with the Turks in 

their desperate attempt to break the power of the revolutionary 

armies. Quoting from Alison's "History of Europe," Vol. 1, 

page 517, we see the strange combination made between the Turk 

and the fleet of their former enemy, Russia:- 
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*Among the many wonders of this eventful period., 
not the least surprising was the alliance which ghe 
French invasion of Egypt-produced-betweett-Tarkey - and 
Russia,-and the-suspension of all the ancient animosity " 
between the Christians and Ilussulmans in the pressure of .a 
danger ootmon to both. .This soon led to an event :So extra - 
ordinary, that it produced a profound-impression even on - the 

- minds oft. the., gOssulmart spectators. • On the lst, of September, 
Maoism fleet,- of -ten .ships -  of' the line: and eight frigates, 

entered the, canal- of the- Bosphorus„ and, united at' the Golden 
Hera with, the Turkish squadren;. froM whence-the Combined 
force, in-preeence„ :an-  immense Concourse -of spectators,. 
whose whose aoolamations rent the skies, passed under the walls of 
the seraglio, and swept majestically through- the classic -- 
streams -of -the Hellespont. - The effect of the passage- of so 
vast _an armament through the beautiful- scenery of the , - 
straits, was much enhanced by - the.  brilliancy of the sun, which • 
shone in unclouded splendour on its fullspread sails; the 
placid- surface of the Water reflected. alike 'the Russian 
masts- and the Turkish az Minarets; and the multitude, both 
European and MUssulman, were never Weary of admiring the 
-magnifi-cant-sp-eot-aale,- which -se forcibly-  iefiritited-upon 
their minds a sense of the extraordinary alliance which the 
Trench Revolution had produced, and the slumber in which it 
had plunged national antipathies the most violent, and 
religious discord- the most inveterate.. 	-", 

*Os-combined swinarens, not being, requited' on 
thacoast of Egypt, steered for the island of _Corfu, and. 
immediately established.,  a rigorous-blockade -of its -fortress- -
and noh-le hart-ouzo, which soon:began:to- feel the- want ot---
provisions. • Already, without any, formal treatt the courts 
of St. Petersburg, London,, and-Constantinople acted ifs 
concert, and the-bases et a triple ,alliacce-Atere laid; and. sent - 
to their respective courts for ratification.* 

QUERTION: where- ie 'CIC-rfut 

Min: It is an island off the coast of Italy. 
(referring to map) France occupied-a series of islands along 
here . They wanted to have a. series of sub-stations so they 
could always keep An touch. - 

It is the size of the fleet that I wish to 

emphasize by this quotation — *many ships. They were noted 

for their many horsemen and camel packs, but when it mentions 

"many ships“ it has an unusual application, and this is 

designated as one of the landrearks of the application of the 

prophecy. 
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Again quoting from the historian, J.C.Abbott, 

"The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte," Vol. 1, pages 223, 224, 

we have the same matter set forth with greater elaboration: 

•• "One afternoon in %fah 9 - t-he seventh), a fleet of thirty 
sail (ships) of the line was descried in the distant 
horizon, approaching Aore. All eyes were instantly turned 
in that direction. The sight awakened -intense anxiety in 
the hearts of both besiegers and besieged., The French hoped 
that they were French ships wavering to them succors• from 
Alexandria or from France. The besieged flattered themselvire 
that they, were friendly sails,. bringing to them such aid as 
would enable them effeattially to repulse their, terrible foes.' 
The English cruisers immediately stood out of the bay to 
reconnoiter the unknown fleet.. Great was the disappointment 
of the. French when they saw the two squadrons unite and the 
crescent of the Turk and the pennant of England,. LWfriendly 
blending approach the bay together. The Turkish fleet brought 
a reenforcement of twelve thousand men, with an abundant 'Supply 
of military stores. . 

*A horrible scene of daughter ensued. The troops 
from the ships, in the utmost haste, were embarked. in the boats, 
and. were pulling as rapidly`as possible across the bay to aid 
their failing friends. Sir Sydney himself headed the crews 
of the ships, and led them, armed with pikes, to the breach. 
The assailants gained the summit of a heap of stones into 
which the wall had been battered, and even forced their way 
into th,tgarden of the pasha. But a swarm of janiza.ries 
suddenly poured in upon them with the keen saber in one hand 
and the dagger in the other, and in: a few moments they were 
all reduced to headless trunks. The Turks gave no quarter." 

In these various specific details given by the 
- 	- 

prophet which are fully met by the events- of-  the time, 'we see . 	- 
a minute and specific series of fulfillments of the delineations 

of the prophecy. Our time is specific. The forces engaged 

are fully described. The geographical locations are pointed out, 

and. to my mind we have a true delineation of the prophecy with 

the proper events of history applied thereto. We will now 

turn to the events subsequent to that great campaign so 

graphically described in the prophetic work. 

(7) Re-Conquest of Palestine by Turkey  

The king of the North shall come like a whirlwind; 

he shall enter into the countries; he shall overflow and pass 



over. This clearly indicates the victorious outcome of the 

Turkish aggression. 

--Inrverse 410the prophet- continues in referencis.toH 

the kingefthe,North, that he shall enter into the glorious . 

land, the land of palestirerand many countries shall.he I 
y 	r  

overthrown.-"- By the al&-of Russia-and. England, Turkey-was 

fully enabled to repel theinvaders and toreestablish._ 

herself in all her previously held positions... Not only was 

she ahleitoireestablishherselivith a,power equal to that - 

which she had held at the time of the' end in lima, but she 

obtained a new lease of life. Her grip on the adjacent ' 

territories was not only continued, but extended, 

The Escape of Arabia  

ese shall escape-out-of hts handi: even Edom1. - 

and Moab, and the chief'of the children, of Ammon-.0  These 

designations describe in Biblical language the people of 

the Arabian peninsula. The Beduoin tribes-of- that-country 

were not subduedbrtheconquering Turk, feebie'stepp-were 

taken' from time to time to bring them intojsubjectiOnibut-

without avail; The religious - bond:Of Mohammedanism-

continued to be held in common by the 'two bodies of people, -

but of political union there wasjtone worthy of mention. 

Now I merely quote a few extracts from the 

Encyclopedia Britatnnica, 11th edition, Vol. 11 page 270, 

(this book was, published only a fern years ago), in describing 

the government of Arabia, it points out very clearly the 

fact above mentioned: 
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'The provinoes of Hejaz and. Yemen are each 
administered by a Turkish governor-general, with headquarters 
at Tail and Sana-respeotively; the country is nominally 
divided up into divisions and districts under minor 
officials, but - Turkinh rule has never been acquiesced in by 
the inhabitants,- and-beyond-the_larger-townerall of which__ 
are held by strong garrisons, Turkish authorityhardly exists. 
The power BedouisAribeeof Hejaz have always asserted their.-  -- 
independence, and are 	quiet by the large money 
payments made them-by the-sultan on-themeciasion of the 
annual- pilgrimage to-the. holy-oities.- - - A large part of--Asir -and - 
northern Yemen has never-been:visited-by Turkish troops, - 
and- suob- revenues:es are-colleoted,:malnly from vexatious 
customs and-transit duties, are quite insufficient to meet 
the salaries of the officals., 'while thetroopsl'ill-fed and' 
their pay indefinitely in arrears, live on the country as . 
beat they can.', 	 . 	-  

•   
From this quotation we see that dawn to the 

. 
present time to the outbreak of the -great European War, 	- 

Turkey was never able to Subdue that ienindula norl)ring 

her-people into any semblance of -submission. -As-sek we- all

know, since the war developed, an , independent principality 

has been established in the Arabian Peninaula under British 

proteotion. 

(8) Dominion Over'-Egypt  

In the 42nd and 43rd :verses, the prophetcontinua: 

"He: shall. stretch forth his hand also Upon the countries: 

the land of Egypt shall not:escapb,H But he shall have 

power over the treasures of goldand of silver, and. written. 

the precious things of Egypt; and the Libyans And the 

Ethiopians shall be at his steps.' 

(You see the Mamelukes positively passed out - 

of existence --that feudal order that had lasted 600 years, 

passed out as Turkey swept on in conquest.) 
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We will begin with the last specification, 

Libya and Ethiopia are divisions of Africa lying the former 

West and the -latt-e-r South -ofT  Egypt, _ The modern name_of, 
-- 	- 

this stretch of territory South of Egypt is now called 

the Sudan. This district -was- early.subdued by the Turkish . 

governor of Egypt at great expense-to himself.. The events 
_ 	 .,,. 	• 

ulfilling that prophecy. are graihically described by, Wt. - 

Comerbn, in his *Egypt in the Nineteenth Century,' page 114: 

"This expedition started in February, '1830, and. site: 
a desperate battle, completely succeeded in its object. Siwa 
was permanently annexed to Egypt. while certain Europeans 
surveyed the. district, .and furnished the accurate information 
published by Jomard- 	 , -_ 	• 	_ 

"The main expedition fOr 'the Sudan left-Cairo in -
Joly_1820, and consisted of 3,400 infantry, 1,500 cavalry, 
some artillery,-  and a contingent of -  500 fries/zap Ababden 
Arabs. As it passed Wadi Haifa _, the remnants of the. 
mamelukes, who had been driven South by Ibrahim, the - 
pasha's eldest 'son, and who- had twformed their ordeh, or. camp, 
at the'place now known as Dongola, broke• into .two parties, 
the one surrendering to the Egyptians, while the other 
retired into Kordofan. Old Ibrahim Bey had recently died,: ands-
with him - the famous order, which_ had ruled Egypt for six 
centuries, definitely ceased to exist.- -.. 	_ - 

"Leaving the White Nile, he proceeded'up:: 
then held to bethe main stream, and arrived' at Sennar 
where the Sultan }lady paid him omage, and was- appointed the..- , 
videroyis agent. The: short campaign. had been entirely: -  
successful, and /satail sent down thousands of alaves to 
Assoual, where a military camp was being formed for a 
drilling of the new army: . 	. ' 

',Meanwhile, the viceroy had sent a third 
expedition under his son-in-law, Mohammed Bey Befterdor, 
into Kordofan, which province was annexed in 1822.10  

The expense involved in this and other 

expeditions was very heavy indeed. The required and 

constant outlay of money which was not forthcoming from the 

depleted Turkish treasury, the governor of 'Egypt not only 

taxed his provinces- for all that w:,.s possible, but he 

completely confiscated the land and practically laid claim 

to all the income of the country. Mr. Paton in his 
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*History of the Egyptian Revolution," Vol. II, pages 25,21, 

gives specific,evidence of this policy, as is also given by 

Mt. Cameron in his *star* on page 90:- 

"Having drained the treasury by these. 
expenses, he levied a benevolence of 40,000 pounds 
(0200,000) on the-Copts, and raised 250,000 pounds (more 
than a million dollars) by an extra-tad on the fellaheen.*-0ameron. 

Yowremeeher the Boripture,says that the 

treasures of Egypt 'shall come to him.. Here we have the-, 
- 

historical evidence of that specifidation. 

*Micas in the years-.1808-10 that .Mohamree4 kli  
effected a revolutionary transfer of landed property 
Egypt. Not content with greatly increesingthe taxesson the 

:soil, he ordered an inspection to be made of all title-deeds; 
aladv  on one pretext or another, his agents ob3ected to theit-
validity,--contesting the legitimacy -of the suoceesione,-   
imposing additions to the land tax, and in a great multitude 
of instances retaining the title-deeds, which were burned. 
A few-influentiai sheiks were snared; but, wherever the govern-
ment chose, the land, for want of titles, gradually lapsed to 
.the Miri; so that in a few years the pasha became landlord 
of nearly the thole of the soil of Egypt,- home insignificafity 
annuities being granted in -compensation. Whammed. Alios 
elevation to power was, as already said, founded on public 
opinion; but his first acts, after- the consolidation of'his.,  
rule, were the most flagrant defianee:of public opinion, and'of 
the sacred-rights of private property in the moderm'annks of 
Egypt.* 

(9)  Tidings Out of the North and Out of thesouth  
• ( 

Shall Trouble Him.  

That expression very fittingly describes the 

international outlook of the Turkish nation from the time-

of the expulsion of Napoleon to the present day. ,The-  friendship 

professed by the Russian government, was only a pretense. It was 

merely a means leading to the subduing of the upstart Napolessapy 

After the settlement of European affairs by the-conference of 

Vienna in 1815, Turkish history has been one of continual 

retrogression. Before this body -of men one would scarcely 
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need to go into_the elaborate details possible to set forth 

the different campaigns in which Russia, the great threatening 

monster_of the North, has soUght to enhance her own 

fortunes at the expense of the Bick. Man of- the East. At th.e 

Outbreak of --the great _world war- to-1914,  it was on thel , . 
-offered help of Germany that TUrkey was leaning when 

she entered the great contest. GermaSy.had all-the, treuble 

she wanted earer home, and small and feeble was the aid she 

was able to send to her Turkish. Ally. By the Treaty of 

London, concluded:between the Allied Forces in the early 

part ofthe_war, definite assignment of Constantinople and 

all European Turkey was made to Russia as her part of the_spoi 

Fearful must have been her outlook as she watched the contest. 

among the Western EUropean nations. An allied victory would: 

certainly mean tg her the awful troubles she had anticipated 

from the Notth.' On the other side, as 	turned.her eyes 

to the East, up tbi/Mesopotanien valley, fighting4tSway-with -1  H-

dogged persistency, step by step presiedthe British army 

under Ceneral- Townsend..The.temporary reverses at Out'el Mara 

was only a lull in the storm that was coming. { Soon,teinforoe--, 

mints arrived under the British, captured. Bagdad, and continued 

their victorious march up the:Tigria and Euphrates basis, 

until in time they were joined by the victorious forces of 

General Allenby sweeping tip from Egypt. And there she stands 

at the present moment, not knowing what to expect either from 

the East or from the North. 



(10) 	Help  

In verse 45, the closing statement is, "Yet he 

shall come. to his end and none shall help him.e -A fair 

inference from this is that from time to time help has been given 

to the Turkish power whereby the long expected end has been 

.deferred from- time to time-. Grave-lase been. the consequences 

to the world's peace ast the. statesmen have contemplate& the 

driving of the Turk out tf his European possessions.'-Time - 

after time, in order to avoid greater calamities, help has been-

extended to him. Sometimes Prance hai been•  the supporter. 

Again, as -in the-- Crimean WarOhe 'chief support camefrom 

England and Sandinia. It looked in the year 1840 as though 

Tarkywas-in:herjast dotagtandmust fames tore4er renounce—  

her place as an independent and sovereign state in Europe. 

She was wholly unable at-that time to subdue her rebellous 

subjects in Egypt. Her admiral bad desbrted, carrying the 

- - entire Turkish fleet into Egyptian harbors; The great Powers 

intervened with the consent of the Turkish government and -

settled the conflict. Hy.the:_peaceof Paris, concluded-on 

March 30,.1856, at the termination of the Crimean War,- the 

following clause, quotinicfrom eThe Eastern Question* by 

Marriott; page 245 was inserted whereby Turketwase.gaingiven 

her place asHa nominal independent nation among nations: 

el. The Sublime Porte was formally admitted, 
on the invitation of the six powers (including the King of .  
Sandinia), to 'participate in the public law and concert 
of Europe,' and the powers engaged severally to respect, and 
collectively to guarantee 'the indepentence and the 
territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire.' 

"2. The Sultan, 'in his constant solicitude for 
the welfare of his subjects,' announced to the powers his 
intention to ameliorate their condition 'without distinction 
of creed or races; but the powers, while recognizing 
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•the high value of this communication,' expressly repudiated 
the 'right to interfere, either collectively or separatel,' 
in the internal affairs of Turkey." 

Dr. Marriott's comments pn these clauses as gi 

on page 247, are of interest in. this connection: 

"Of the other results oflha war the most obvious 
was the new lease of life secure&to the Ottoman Empire. - 
The Sultan was to have his chance, free from all interference, 
friendly or otherwise,- from his powerful neighbor, to,put 
'his house in order. - He could enttr upon his task With 
renewed self-respect, for was. he not at last admitted to the 
most polite society of Europe? and his subjects should 
realize the spontaneity of his beneficence; if he chose to 
persecute, itwas his affair; the powers hail expressly 
repudiated. the right'of interference; equally, if he chose 
to extend civil or religious liberty,. the extension was the 
outcoite of his own loving-kindness towards his people.. Such 
was the formal position secured to the Ottoman EMPire  by 
the Treaty of parts.." 

Later on it appeared to the greedy Sultan that  

the Germsn Kaiser was a more profitable support on whom to 

leaaL Strength and support had been promised from that 

direction. The young Turk movement-was wholly under 

German domination. Great commercial concessions were- grants 

to German corporations, and the wistful outlook ofthe 

Kaiser to a great. kingdom in the- East was only thwarted by the- 
. 

war just 'closed. From every part of the European continents  

first by one great nation, then by another,, help has been 

given to that power. 

The sure word of prophecy points out that as 

as plants the tabernacles of his palace near the city of 

Jerusalem, and comes to his speedy end, it will be because the 

patience of all Europe has been exhausted. No other nation 

will extend any further help to the long decayed power. 
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A general" observation on the interpretation of this 

prophecy may well be in order; As has already been pointed 

Out brothers&  the parallallisi between the prophecies of 

Dental and the prophecies of Revelation arelvery.striking: 

The-work of the french RAVO?1,:#40:04:oiearly4Adicated in 

the pages of the book of 	 one of the- 

fundamental laws_of Old-Testament interpretation that 	Old-

Testament must be interpreted, in the increasing light shed upon 

it by 	new. As students of the prophecies, we are all 

agreed in assigning a leading part in the prophecy of 

ReVelation to the events of the French Revolution and the 

closing scenes of the drying-up of the Turkish power. 

Since we are all agreed, about this application in the book 

of ltevelation,nhy may we not also believe that the great God - 

of heaven, who reveals his secrets unto his servants the__ - _ 

prophets, has given us s similar-line in the. book otpaniel, 

This view, now concluding the proPhaciii of thiagreat';,-
.i 

chapter, traces- down the unfolding of events as pointed out 
_ . 

by prophecy from the dayd:of the prophetsvdten tOE-the 

closing scenes of earth's histecry, The great - climax-of thie 

prophecy is not the drying up of Turkey; the climax is- 

properly found in- the- 12th chepter, the 1st verse; whereiin 
. 	, 	4 

language of power and beauty the prophet announces: 

"And at that time shall Michael stand up, the 
great prince which standeth for the children - of thy people: 
and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never,was since 
there was a nation even to that same- time: and at that time 
thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be-found 
written in the book. 

"And many of them that sleep in the dust of the 
earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame - 
and everlasting contempt." 
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We naturally look with favor on any prophetic 

interpretation which gives us certainty along our progress 

and points us to the glad consummation of our hope. -For seventy 

years we have stood before the world as a-people who have 

their loins girded about, and theiflamps-burning„ waiting 

for their Lord's return.., The interpretation painted.o5t leads 

us to that glorious event. Any. other view of: thatprapheay leads/ 

us into the field of uncertainty-, many and. varied events must 

yet take plane before the coming Of that blessed day, 

sounding to other-views. The view we are now.studying leaves 

us only one event yet to be fulfilled. The first part of 

verse 45 points out the last closing a 
	

in the great 

chain of landmarks of the prophecy: *Re shall plant the 

tabernacles of his palace between the seas in the glorious 

holy mountain.* In the language of the Revelator,nhapter 16 

verses 12 to 15, we find the parallel of thinpropheoy. 

• The River Euphrates-is dried up. In conneetionnith that 

troubles and. distress will come Upon the nations; •the kings of 

the Fait skit willnome, and as a- last warning admonition the 

voice- of the coming King ia beard .naying: T *Blessed is--he-  that 

watchstb, and keepeth his garments.* Well may the waiting 

chdrch reply, as ter heart.is cheered by the unfolding of the 

word of prophecy, *Even so, come Lord Jesus.* 
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DISPOSITION or THE wANUSCRIPT 

ELDER DANIELLS: It is time to adjourn. The aoaTittee 

to -decide what shall be done with the manuscript which 

these stenographers have been producing has -asked that it 

shall. have the afternoon for its work. '-This is a very 

important matter: Many hava'obthisto use and asked if they could 

get these manuscripts, and some nave expressed w willingness to 

pay for the reproduction. We have appointed a committee to 

bring us some counsel. You are the conference, what do you 

say? Do you realize the tabor and the expense that will be 

involved.in reproducing this matter? Brother Max. is 

chairman of the committee, and in speaking about it we 

thought it would be well to just ask the conference to 

consider it. It seems as though we might .get some suggestions - 

from this body, so we could see# what meets the general mind. 

ELDER F.M.WILGOI: I have a suggestion. It seers to 

me that it would be practically impossible to reproduce all 

the paperit and all-the discussions., tut if seems to me that 

if each one who has given a paper could present an outline 

of his study, and let that outline be duplicated and 

furnished to the members of the conference, that would be the 

best that can be done. 

ELDER DANIELLS: Do you mean, have Brother prescott 

take hie studies and reproduce them as he wants to have them 

appear, and u.C.Wilcox the sate, and Brother Lacey, and 

all the studies given? 

FLDFR wILCO7: That would eliminate all discussion. 

ELDER UNDERWOOD: I do not think there is very much 
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question in regard to the presentation of sore of these 

topics, but you take the Eastern Question, that is a vital 

question. You say it 13 going to cost something to 

reproduce, this matter. tt has cent us something to come 

here -- some of us, large delegations have come frpm one 

end of this country --clear .over Teem the ?accifia to the 

Atlantic, and from the South anithe Northi. and.  we are: spending 

our valuable time, which represents net simply, thousands .of 

894 

dollars,_ but a good many thousands of dollars 

it seems to me that we should have this. The cause cannot 

afford, and these ten cannot afford to have these historical= 

facts that have been presented ia these repels /or our 

study lost sight of. The eatter_furniehed has been a help 

on both sides. 

ELDER WILCOX: I think Brother eresoott's studies 

will appear in tin Review. 

E.R.PATtYPR: Sow would t i do: For those who have 

presented their studies to zziargext reduce them ea, much.,  

as they can, possibly, and preserve the clear-  lines:ore* 

thought, and then to put it on the linOtype and pull. straitly 

galley proofs sufficient for a certain number of the 

committee, and not carry it any further from that point. 

I suppose you do not want it circulated as a book or 

pamphlet, because it does not agree with anything or anybody. 

ELDER WAKEEKS: It seems to me this is one of the 

reasons thy Te ought to have it in form so we can study both 

sides intelligently and be able to compare notes. I blow 

it would be a heavy cost, and yet I believe we would pay 

quite a large sum of money to get just what we have been 

having here..  

nse; and. 
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ELD.DANIELLS: Your suggestion applies to the 
	893 

whole of the manuscript? 

ELD.WATSEAM: No, I do not think that: I think -we - 

Ought to have it quite:complete. 

ELD.DANIELLS: Of course we could reduce it very 

much by rigid editing, so ie-doUld'get aklthe facts stated 

and cut out a lot of unnecessary verbiage. 

E.R.PALN7R: permit me to say further that.it seems 

to me this-is ,a matter that We cannot afford to save Bey

on. 1 think this is a matte; alOng the sad.. line am- 

making the "SoUrce Book." Tie spent $5000 in just prepUring 

the manuscript for that book. It 	worth more than money. 

And there are some of these things that I think we ought 

to have before us for study. It octal be reduced half 

the material in hand, and male it a great blessing by 

doing so. 

ELDER XX : Brother Palmeri 
• : 

gestion was to pull 

a few proof sleets. Are' we clear as tc_howthe maties;or—

circulation-ip to be handled. If it is only to be furnished 

to a few, how are we to decide who should have it and who 

should not. I have no doubt that before we leave- this room 

there would be many requests for a copy, and many more 

requests would come from people outside of this roam. 

EMU. WILCOX: I would raise the question, if the 

report is to be published in that way, if it would be advisable 

to issue It to any but ordained ministers in this conference. 

FLDER WILKINSON: There is considerable agitation 

going on in the 'field, and whhn we go out to camp-meetings 
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our ministers everywhere are clamoring for a report of these 

things, and it does seem to me that we should have something 

to answer them, 

FLDER BRANSON:. That ie the way I feel about it, 

because every minister is going to.require of us at least 

a synopsis of whatwas die-oilseed-here. It seems to me. 

that if they could have the matter firsthand, in printed 

form, it would be,infinitely better than for every person 

who has been here to either try to tell it or give it in his 

own words, because he will not 'gave a clear vision of either 

side of the question in that way. It seems to me the only way 

to- help the brethren who are not here is to give them a clear 

statemeat of this whole situation in some printed form; 

ELDER PRESCOTT: That would practically mean publishing , 

it in boot form. And if you publish it in book form, why 

did you object to anybody and everybody coming here? You were 

very insistent-about-that: 

ELDERDANIELLS: 	I db not think- it was to keep.the 

people from knowing what we said that we advised that, but in 

order that it would be manageable, and so that we could 

freely follow our studies without interruption, it was 

thought best to confine the number to a few. 

ELDER PRESCOTT: There is no objection to publishing 

everything that has been said here, as far as I am concerned, 

but it ).s a question of what it would mean. I would express 

the hope that if we do publish it we would not nublish simply 

the things about which we do not agree, and so carry the idea 

that this conference 'Jae simply a discussion of disputed points, 
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or arguments over points of difference, and that the 

absolutely fundamental things were overshadowed by other 

things; but that it was not merely:a conference to 

show our differences, but really to show our unity on funda. 

mental things, and.that there exists" a spirit of unity 

and charity even about;:thingshien ee do'not agree:,.:. 

I think we should be careful about how wee  handle the matter 

in any publication. 

ELDER UNDERWOOD: I think if we publish this in pamphlet 

form it will be used against us0, even though an explanation 

may be made. 

ELDER- TAIT: It seems to me-that we have not reach 

place yet in tte study of these-questions where we ought t 

be willing to throw them out all through the field for 

general discussion. This is what it would amount to if 

- were to publish it and scatter this :publication widelyos 

has been suggested-bysome of tile - brethren, Personally I 

believe very stxonwly in the instruction that has been given- to_ 

us through the Spirit of prOphecy over 'questione of this kind; 

that where there are questions among the brethren that groups 

should get together, something as we have done here, and should 

study over these questions, and pray over them, until they 

are united, and then lint present a united report. I fear 

the very thing that Professor su presoott suggested, and 

was feeling some of these sentiments vety strongly. I think it 

would be very proper for us to go to considerable expellee, as 

Brother palner has suggested, to make this matter available 

for us, for still further study of these questions among 

men who have been here, and if they art not here, that can be 

taken into this study. But it would be an easy matter 
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for us to print-scmething which would giia tits. impression 

-which positively is not true. I believe there is no man

here this morning but that has more faith now in this old 

message than he has ever had in all its existence. The thing 

stands on a permanent foundation. We havtabeen discussing 

the things the brethren present,the strongest thinga2in the 

matter of the king of the North, but I can see nothing that 

convinces me of the errer,of.the position we have taken 

all along the way. , There are,  things I would like to -'nave 

cleared up. There are many questions r 'could like to ask. 

The matter is not all clear tone at all, but it isnot 

vital and fundamental. There. are questions in connection with 

that old theory (I do not speak Of it disrespectfully), bUt 

the idea that we have held tc, which are puzzling me, and 

do not see the why ofand I would like to have the - 

matter for,further etudy; but I do not think it-advisable_ 

to put it out in a general way, -where in One place they: 

take one view of the mutter, and -in another-place take--

other views. 

PROF.WIRTH: I feel as Brother Tait and, others 

have expressed, that it is a rather hazardous thing to 

.throw this out -all over. Students came to me before I came 

away and wanted me to promise to tell them all about this 

conference, and I have receives letters from them saying they 

1±9 to tsli the'?' all ....:6but it when I get back. Ire are 

,coing to be besieged with such.ree;uests. T sT IH07.1.t ,ring to 

tell them everything about it, I am Tcing to ask the Lord 

to give me wisdom. Hec-use I do not think they;-are ready. 
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I ahall/feel very badly if tun get hold of thib thing._ 

One would take one side and one another.  While I 

would like to_have thdafor myself, yet candidly I 

doubt the , wisdot of letting immature minds get hold of 

this. I would. like to:guide these students, and use wisdom_ 

in handling;,the mat-tar-0_ andI AO Pot think` it-  would bawell 

for that to get biota of the things in the free way they lave- _ 

been discussed here. 

PROF.WALDORF: I. only Want to suggest that a limited 

number of copia4 be- published,and sent te-MaCh 

where the teacher can, have then and refer to them. ,I think 

that would be a goodway. 

At this point it was Voved,by Elder Underwood, and. 

Sesondad by Elder Tait, that the subject of aThe Spirit of 

Prophecy+ be considered. this 	as it was.understccd 

some will not be hers tomorrow night. 

ELDER 4.B.THOMP;SON: • ,I think:tha 

peblishing,of thiamatter would sow seeds of division and ' 

diaoord, and as far as I am concerned, I am not'in,favor of 

sending out- anything. 

ELDER DMIELLS: It is all right to throw things 

out in the field, and then to try to straggle them is another 

thing. I think that our-brethren who have exercised so much 

freedom, and have cut away fror. their mooria.: planes,- 

ought to consider the trouble that it is gotng to make, and 

follothe counsel that is given. t believe when we get

through with it all we shall flnd - the Counsel of the Spirit 

of God glood wiae counsel, that there 13 common sense in it, 



and that we will do well to adhere to it. But I confess 

it Is going to take more wisdom than we have to. pilot 

our way through without clattage to the work. As has been 

sta.ted; these are not the fundamental things. We caw all-get 

through t6 heaven if we never understand all:these 

questions: All-of us hs.ve ha4. good Christi= experiences-  

nd have le.d thousands of tecrle, into rthS trith..."But 

result.  of such freedom which has been taken has-brau 

us into a perplexing situation 	1 new we must haver wisdom 

to go through. I some times think it would be 	well 

to lock this manuscript up in a vault, and bays art. 

to do so come there 

-tee re 

VOICE: That is my 

gLLFR P-Ara-Rt Basalt 

alley proofs, in vew of. the s#tustrion 

ELME KNOX: Itte. committee? will '.:take. inter. 

consideratta the-discus on.--whm. bas.,been. 

but T would:I-like 	express my feelings.now: 

stated why this institute should be a 

based on the instruction we have from the ':Spirit'. cif Cod, 

considering that we were going to take. up the study of clues—

tions that wewere not agreed upon, then-I- hold that the, 

sage-reasons would cause us to refrain from scattering.the 

report of the conference; Now there will be enoug'e. feelin 

upon the part of our brethren -mho are not here, who feel 

that they have been excluded from this study, 	need not 

take any step in th future to intensify this 	by 

withholding from them what they know will be put is some 
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kind of a permanent form. I believe it would be better 

not to -print it at ill, or else we ought to be willing to 
- _ 

face criticism and send it out to them. The latter, I am 

sure you will all agree with me, would be a wrong step to 
_ - 

take. 

ELDER F.V.WILCOX: . I would like to make this farther 

suggestion that thermbe-gotten-out. a brochure containing 

the historioal.extracts alone, that have been read lo - this 

convention, and furnish this to any one who wishes'it, but 
and 

that all the discussion et the papers be not -printed: 

901. 

Adlournment 
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KNOX: The first subject for discussion this afternoon, 

as I unee tend it, is the Mediation of. Christ. Brother Prescott, 

have you anything to say before we enter upon the discussion? 

On th 

WILKINSON: Brother Chairman, I would like toetake a statement, 

ound which Brother Prescott covered this morning, I thought 
s _ 

there seemed to be in the minds of some, the wrong impression from my 

paper They seemed to think I was endeavoring to make the French 

Revolution a biggdr thing than the Papacy. That was mot the idea, and 

I stated in my paper that the Papacy not -Only had a place, but a great 

place, but what I was obliged to do and tried to do, and plead guilty-of 

trying to do, was that in verses 36-39 of.eaniel 11;  I tried.- to make-

the Preece ,evolution bigger than the Papacy beceuse teere- 1 believe 

it is N 	the Papacy. In regard to the statement Brother 

Prescott mate this morning about the interpretation of 2 These 2, where 

	

_ 	. 
he shall 	_the teMple of Gol.and exalt himself above everyebig 

oallee God and worshiped, I have aieays,alheeed to_ the view,  

given by Mead in ths-2edesentury.ehere it As pointed out Very-clearly 

that 2 Then. 2, can be enderstood by following the le= d of tee Words 

"Son of perd 	. _ The Lord shall not come except there come a failing 

away first and,the man of sin be revealed, -the:soneof perdition. He 

pointed out that the first son of perdition was Judas. There are only 

two in the New Testament. The second one is Antichrist, and Judas as 

a type of Antichrist, ane 
	title used in 2 Thess. 2, therefore 

Me 	back any shows that the entityeical Judas, or Antiehriet, 

eoele fe 	- 	ttrpical one, that is Jutas 
	-7ould bEis his clain 

to being 	the successi: 	apOstolicity,--by apOstolic 	°Cos,- 

sion. Tis 	bhse it on that like-  Julas 
	i on possassin the 

13. 	7hen Julas lost it 04_3 	-1*.?re 
	

irtg a i_ucteasor for 

is of Ju-las, it shows that 
	

sweat lookea 11-,on 
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Then the antitypioal son of perdition will base his claim to 

sit in the temple of God showing himself that he is God on apostolic 

aucodesion and on holding:a bAshopric, and theta exactly. what Rome 

does. In viei of that I may claim that he shall exalt himself, 

referring to the Pope of Rome, above every other God. except of course 

the God upon whom he bases-  theelaiM Of.abiShoprid.- 

But in the case of the French RevolCtion, it exalted itself 

against every god. One was counterfeit, the other was rejection. One 

was covered immorality, the other, uncovered immorality.' Consequently, 

enlarging on that pint and making iti clear,_/ still believe thetas far 

as %suers verses 36-39 in raniel 11, are concerned, 	n keeping 

there to bring out the contrast that exists betwen the French Revolu-

tion and the Papacy. On the other hand we all know that all t 

the Bible 
	is much attention given to the Papacy that sto3. up as 

Antichrist, especially luring the 1260 days. 

CHARLES rEOMPSON: Is tiler- aty difference betwcen italicised 

words in the Old Testament and in the Neer Testament? I noticeelyeaterdar 

that in. the Old- Tea 	the word NI Am 	italics and was'uted 

right along. In the New Testament, the italicised Words are often- 

' omitted. to get the connection. Is there any-difference? 

PRESCOTT: No, it is the same principle in both'places. The. 

translators inserted words in the translation for wbich there is no 

exact word in our language. In Isa, it expresses it eI am he, I am 

Col." But as to the verse, there is no difference whether you read 

italicised word or leave it out. 

7AKE-AM: I wool' IV's to :ave Prof. ..rnscott or wmeonia 

Ix fa 

too lore's  

ratter clitite clef:fly in 
	if it doesn't _'ke  

, state g- lits 	 7,hat 7e98 taka a ay. ari 	is 

of t: 
	

What 77as thy; 

taken 
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BIRTH: Elder Caniells just requestee us outside, that if 

the matter of the Daily were brought up, it be deferred until he is 

here. 

KNOX: Now brethren,there doesn't seem to be anything 

special on your minds on this subject. How would it do for us to go 

forward then? Brother Danielle told me the subject of the United 

States in Prophecy could be brought in by Brother Iakeham during the 

last reriod. 

N.C.7ILCOX: Is there going to be anything more said about 

tae King of the North, Daniel 11? 

PRESCOTT: Is U.S. in Prophecy to be the 	am subject 

thousht pr eentatio ai were to, be in tee morning and discussions,in the 

afternoon. 

.WILCO%: I haven't any very strong-partisan opinion about 

the king o 
	

North, and mould sugees3 hat.we have disbussai it about -- 

long enough. Be  have had both sides present 
	

g well and-in my 

judgment it would be 
	

1 to -lot- the matter rest., We can, discuss other 

nes more profitably. 

PRESCOTT: I don't vent to discuss the matter at all, but 

in the very able papers presented to .the Conference, extracts ,of rough 

length from various historians have been presented for consideration. 

The purpose and use of the extracts would be to establish a view which 

sate of X16 	d as to what vill happen in the 	ure to the Turkish 

poeer. Lon extracts, I believe, have been read and used and lone; 

-gith corn-AM:able force anct skill. It occurrod to me 

are 4iscuosing here in a very eorne.st st an interpre- 

to the conclusion that in the fut 	Trrkey eill 

Jerus:-.1er th-re are,  some 	over at Paris Clot 

tatien te 

came to 
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are doing the very thing we are talking about, so I thought if you would 

allow me to read a little current history along with all the ancient 

history that has been read, and read what is-  being done pow without 

regard. to what we would do if we had the handling of ,it in order to 

make it come out right, it would be interesting. It is 	the Literary  

rigest for July 12. The aubjeo 	st-' 	 .114151RE"- 

°If shades can laugh, the spit 
	Peter the Hermit, Louts. 

IX, and Richard the lion-Hearted may have Joined Wan outburst of sar-

donic mirth the other' day when the empire ten crusades ailed- for three, 

centuries to vanquish sent its Grand Vizier to Paris,.'and a-del 

of Turkish notables along with him. Ontheit ,way to and fret 

sessions of 	Council of Ten_of. the Peace Conference - inthe clod 

room of the Clan' d'Orsay, they were required to eater and depart 

through dif 	nt doors from those used by the members. 

(S.C.) "Evenln Post remarks: 'These acooth-speaking gentlemen 

Golden Horn vrere- not envoys of an empir 

whether Turkey is -to be considered as.s 	having. a 

They visited Paris. sizply az exorts from 

obtain information regarding Turkish affaits.- - While 

-exonerate the Sultan frem all responsibility for the war . 	_ 

the right to remain in Constantinople, and present e views 

Moslem Population, which 'desires with equal earnestness the ma ntenance 

on the basis of the status quo ante bollum, of the 

Ottoman Em ira, which durin the last forty years has been reduced to the 

lease posc;ible limits.' 

ter an intervell  remaecable for brevity, 	(se. 
- the Council. 	Ten arjviaed- the emissarist from the Sublime Porte 
re-turn -' ther--whic71 they diki, not excertinif Grand Vizier Thta.i 
Pasha him alf. Neverth,,less, the Council had the gooanass to an., 
u3tition, .i.n theyhave carried home a note, in thg course of 7:hica 
Clemenceau sys to the Sultan's chief representative: - 

ntegrity of the 
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"The Council is anxious not to enter into unnecessary contro-
versy, or to inflict - needless pain on your Excellency and the delegates 
rho accompany you. It wishes well to the Turkish people, and admires their 
excellent qualities. But it cane not admit that among those qualities are 
to be counted Capacity -to'rule 'over alien- races. - The experiment-has been 
triad too longeand too often for there to be the least doubt as to its 
result." 	. 

eXixthex 
As the-New York World observes; 

"If the Turks have cherished any hope-of the maintenance of the 
integrity or.thc! Ottoman Empire they may,dismiss it for good. The,deter-
mination of the Allies .to place them ureter restraint, so that no. more shall 
they misrule and massacre alien races is unalterable. In passing sentence 
upoe thee a decent-regard for the dictates of humanity leaves no room for 
granting them freedom to resume their crimes. Armenia and Macedonia ' 
must be forever closed to them. with the approval of the civilized world, 
Turkey will be stript of territories that it has- not known how to governs--
in the eoris of the peasant aeying, 'The erase never geoes where the 
Turkish hoof has trod.' With this knowledge the neace -Treaty- eill be 
drawn, ane in this knowledge it fill be enforced against Turkey in the 
full severity of its terns." . . . 

"That thers '1111 still be a Turkish state of some sort, rerhapa 
uneer a erotectorate or mandate,* is the belief of the New York Ties, 
which Bees, efeeever, :that "The empire eon by Murad and Mohammed II is at 
an end. At last the civilized eerie has gathered the courage to pit 
an end to a scandal and a curse that he lasted centuries too, long." . 

Senator fringe  of Utah, has gone so far as to introduce a 
resolution which would put the Senate on record es favoring'the excluei 
of the -former Ottoman Empire from any end all authority,. recommending-
that the territories be governed'hy meneataries.0  

Not a lament for its, fate appears in any-of the 	erable 
press comments on the doenfael of Turkey. Teneerwaitnexep 	leer 
pre ttexmexteXzxtxt 

That is not ancient history, it is what is hapoe:17.ta, todayl. 
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M.C. WILCOX: 	I would like to present a few observations of 

mine on tills view of the 11th chapter of Daniel that was given. 

by Elder Wilkinson. 

1. If the old flew of Daniel is a part of the seeking of the 

fathers of the message "for new light-, whr.t can we say of the rejection 

of the restoration of the Papacy on which the new view was based 

by Elder Urish Smith? 

2. Would not the very fact that *comment" stands lone witbt no 

modifying word in Dard.el 11:22 indicate a different comment-from 

the ocourences of the term in verses 28 and 30, where inetery tease 

it is modified by the word *holy"? The not that 	first mention 

As merely eminent* and the next, "holy comment* would nearally in—

di Late that the first covenant en not holy in character. Thia votild 

not be the case with a simple term that followed in ocuinec ion with 

the mention of the holy covenant. 

3, 	The founder. of Rome was not (lazes:. 	He help 

the 	e. But thet aid not affect the oharaoter of Ro 

Holy Writ note any change. The Roman power is one, republ 

empire, paparl, all coming in oannectioa with God's people, aymbolized 

by a little kat horn growing ever greater. 

4. A "tenth part of the city* (Ray. 11:13) is made z$ater. and 

rare prominent than the whole of the city, Papal pome, $hall ee 

susp-3ct the theory or its lack of balance? The scope and 'purpose of 

Da del 11 and Revelation 11 are quite different as all Bible 

students know, ehich the angel Gabriel is the angel of all P.- velation 

7 8 Titre  of Jibe End. 	Aonording to the law of first mention 

tta 	vision of the 23D0 -ix evenings and mo nings fi. Id till? 	3 of the 

end logio-ally and obviously ct t 	of t s grect period, 2300 
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yours. The vision "belongeth to the time of the end," to 
. — 

"the appointed time of the-and." And that appoint-d time is the_ 
. 	- 

cleansing, of the sanctuary,-  and the- time_of the judgment. 

The- question of Dan. 1.28 As not "Bow long to the end of the 

Papal persecution or the oppression of the little- horn, but to 

the end of the Pandora, - insi .di  ng the: resurrection of lerse 1. Thec 

answer encourages hope, but gives no definite answer. The days 

of penile utlon would end, but no more woad be learned till 

the time of the end. Daniel saYs, I hard,but I under atood not," 

and .then he asks, and is told that the words are wit tip and 

sealed till thetime of the end, ,  the greatest and most tmportant- 

date if, the history of redemption. The beginning of hope-  Came 

even bafors 1798, for men even then expounded the prophecy, het 

"since 1844 light from the heaven of heavens has beamed from the 

open door of tht, temple of God." 	G. W, In *Signs of the Times")  

Nov. 1899. 

ate the ,following: "The message 	f_ sheds I Asht 

to the time When this movement is to take place.. It is de-elated to. 

be a part of the 'everlasting gospel;' and it announces'the :opening 

- of the judgment. The message of salvation has been pr ached 

in cal egos; but h 
	

sage is a part of the gospel which 

could be proclaimed only In the last days, for only then woti2d it 

be true that. the hour of judgment tad come.  The prosliecies 

present a succession of events le -4,17 down to the opening of the 

judgment. This is especially true of the book of Daniel. But that 

part of thla proehecy hiob roleted to the last days, Daniel was 

biAden to aloes tip and seal- to the tins of the end.' Not till me 

reach thla time (weld a meseage cancernine the 	;gment be 

proolarred, based on a fulfilment of these prop. oies. But at the 
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time of the end, says the proph 

know1-2 -a shall be increased." SOS 

"The prophetic visions of Daniel and John foretell a period 

of mors.1 darkness and declension [Rev. 14: 83; but eat thl_timet of Vie  

s4„-the time in which we are now living--the vision was. to 

speak and not lie." Vol. V, p. 9,10. See Rob; 2:3118443 

"They saw that the 	 t-t prophetic" periods -reaCheo la 

the same evidence which had been. presented to, show that. 

,prophetiO periads closed in 1843, oved that_ they 1,19111-11: terminate in 

1844?.  LiR;ht from the word of God shone upon he position, and they 

discovered a tarryin€ time—"If the vision, tarry, wait 

for it7 0  E. W. • (256)i 247, Sea• Han. 2:3 

"Daniel stood in his lot to boar his 

was sealed Anti' al:time al Su IS when the first a 

should be proclaimed to o-• r world.. 9  "These matters are 

finite importance inthese last days, but 'many shall, be 

purified and made white and.• tried; the wicked shell do wickedly, 

and none of the wicked shall tart 'and. atm true this tat 

the transgression of th 	of God 	&who will not socep 

the. light in regard to -the law of God will not cud 

first, second, and third easel's messages. 

See gr at, controversy 'pp.,-  355, 356. 

',In "Views 'of Prophecy 2 -and k P 	io 	o 	selected  

from lies. of WM. Miller, with a menoir of his Life ,"by Sotua V. 

Hirces, Published. by Moses and Doir, 107 It3.nover St., Boston, 

1241, in the editor's remark„ we reel:, 

',The 	times [prophetic periods] are nearly, a.s.:orepl 

as allh believe in proPhetio periods arse._ Some have fixed upon 

the ye cr 186a, some 1847, tile Mr. Miller fixes upon 1843 as the 'time 

Q f t e ends 're think ha has given the more satisfactory demoreetra--- 
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tion of the correctneat of sits calculation.".  

NOperticular matter of importance cams to the church j, 

seselate itself  in (7a8.-The-overthrew of the Papacy waa.  

a noted event, but it gave no light that *Quid stabilize or hold the 

church in correct views.-  Not se-with-the end of the . 	 -- 
days  of Dan. 8. It' was thenlimatvf-prophetic periods.- 

6. 'In the application of the partienlare of Dan. 11436--39 

it was stated again. and again that-the-sin of France was more than 

the Papacy.. For France denied God,while the Dapacy made - 

itself a demigod, or representative of a higher -God. But Dan. 7,25 

declared, MO shall "speak great words against the Most High, 

Dan. 8:25; _ "He shall stand up against the Prince of princes; but 

he shall be broken without hand." And Other passages.-re equally 

strong and Clear. _The indignation it has been-clearly pointed out 

is not a temporary indignation :waist against the Papacy, but 

God'a indignation at the end. 

Regarding the contrast which was drawn-by Elder ' 

Longacre between the Syrian King and the Jews, and imgerial Rome. and 

the Jews, it is aufficieat to say, that in the time of Antiochus IV, 

who styled himself the god manifest, the Jews were the - 

central light bearers of God in the world, in the holy city and. 

temple, which he was to honor by his own presence in his Son; and 

that king's attitude toward the Jews was that of a persecutor and tit 

thetr sufferings were for the Lord's sake. Buttx God's 

judgment upon the Jews which followed the rejection of 

his Son was quite a different matter. The greatest persecution 

the church will ever know was during the 1260 years, but after 

apostate Christendom rejects Christ in his last message, there 

will be more apostate Christians slain under God's judgment-_ 
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of the true 
millions more than were slaina ilurir the dctrk -.ges. The one 

is a persecution of the true, the other the , judgments of God. upon 

those who have utterly identified. themselves with sin. It is 

equally true of. thee.  Jews before and after the first advent. 

Si' 

Let me say that, the proponents of the new-  vies 

do not isnytrtignore the parseoutions a pagan Rome; the 

3 ittle ileum horn of chapter S, of which Chapter, chapters 10 to 11 

are full. r explanations, covers the whole field' both pagan end papaw 

There are many othe 'things I would a glad to mention 

if t-bere were time. There are many things in the chapter 

w-;-iere both aides leave cot on around. 	May I not here reoord 

the earnest wish that in all bur future study we shall 

magnify arguaents and minimize differenoes„ and not endeavor 

• to appropriate common truth from one side only? 
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H. C. CAGEY: Since I had a little part in the presentation of 

the new view, I would like to say just a word or two. First, 

would like to remind you of what I said et the opening,: that this 

was no choice of mine. It has never been a hobby of mine, but T-  - 

am hound.to say that as soon as my.attention was called to it some 

years ago, there was- that dnthe-new-view which _appealed. to me:. / 

have styled myself a student of it ,from that time to this, and! 

am still so, 

I have- lists:lad to the strong--I suppose the strongest—pre-

sentation of the new view, and, henestly, I would•1ike to advocate 

it if I could; but in all that was said on. the part of the three 

men who stood for what they are calling the oil vie*, the essential. 

poiatswere not proved,--7or:if they were proved I could not catch__ 

them. I do hops there will be a writing up of this-in a fuller 

way so that we oan get the arguments. I Jotted down several little 

points during the reading of those three pepers, but while I was 

writing those down, they passed on to others. BEaxissze There has 

emerged:out of the whole.thing. two-or three considerations_ hich t-

do think bear upon this matter, and this is what I feel. 

First, I feel that the citation of a whole mass of history is 

not a proof of the accuracy of the view. What I mean by that is 

that the brethren who represent the other view may gather a great 

mass of citations from history to prove what is going_ to happen to 

Turkey, but the important thing is to note the verse where the 
14, verse 

thought turns, and right there has been the peakness,--verseA36, and 

verse 40 are the turning points, and right there be.s been the weak- 

ness in the old view; and it has not been strengthened here. 

You know we are face to f 3oe with a false doctrine on tna 

return of the Jews. You listen to acme great preacher who believes 
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in that, ands he presents a great mass of evidence to prove his 

point, and. you almost believe in it yourself. 

J.R.ANDERSON: He starts with the wrong premise, and the pram- 

ise,is the lq:lortant thing. .  

H.C.LACKY: Yes, it is. 

supposs:Brother: Lacey will be- 

and point 	 ailire -come 

T: I. just mention the verses whets the weft 

appears.• You brethren all went so rapidly, and we bad no 

ith you. as you did with 

do is to gat into the, origin  

say. 	do hope the 	will come when there 

will be a co=ittee• of five or s appointed—all ediulars - in the' 

Greek/and that excludes me--who can. give this thing easeful and 
, 	. 

ugh,. but absolutely unbiased and intellectually candid study 

following the line 

easily the-crorrect ground.' 

Anatherr thing I could-  not hap 130 

which the.-literal language of Daniel 11 can be applied in va 

ways. 	read Tiller's leoturea on Daniel II, you will find  

that he arplies this _all to Napoleon Bonaparte, and he expatiates 

on the wonderful accuracy of the fulfillment. Many apply it to 

Antiochus x  Epiphanes, and others apply it to the papacy. This 

gnat difference of opinion should lead us to be very magnanimous. 

The fact is, we must gat down to the Hebrew in its original signi-

ficance and see what it was thet Daniel said. 

Another thing I want to sugzrest ira closl 47 is that T think we 

cannot settle this matter here, but that,, with minds open for the 
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reception el truth, we should stand back of what we call the old. I  

view in our teaching. I believe we can do that and be nerf-ntly 

honest. I an a member of the Fireside Correspandence School 

faou.l.ty, 'add students write in about the old view, and / correct 

their papa 	ult the old view in mind.. Two years ago Brother 

Mini-ells had a nice little talk with7ma at Collage Vie and now _  
I feel that I can honestly, being a member' of the denomination that 

holds certain denominational riews„--/ feel that Z can honestly 

teach those views, not in any Jesuistio spirit, even though in my 

own mind and heart I hold the other view. 

If you will read concerning the Jewish belief on the state of 

the dead. in the days of Christ, it was exactly the popular belief 

toa3.y, fiat when you died your spirit was taken where it belonged. 
to a place in Abraham's bosom, 

If. you had been gpod, it went to heavens  and if you had been bad, 

it went to a place in hell. Christ was for three and one-half 

years amongthose Sews and .I have looked in vain through the 

gospels for a suggest on that Jesus taught contrary to that: en- 
, 

ceptea. view. Not only did Jesus silently nate aquiseee in the- 

viewii of the time, but 	actually endorsed it, for he gave the 

parable of the rich man and Lazartua. 



In his teaching of the parable of the Rich Man and. Lazarus, 
on the State of the Dead.. 

Christ endorsed a popular misbelief of his day . Why? Because 

the people, were not ready to recoil* the truth. If he 

eoi.ld. do that, I. think= t  can. I do not say tha 

taught the error•,._but he did not. Correct it. 

test where- Christ said, *Your belief,.., in the et s.te of the 

dead is wrong-4 Now what we teach/ about the state- of. the 

dead, is Correct It is in the •Bible..  

I remember what Brother Daniells said. to me that "it 

man importaint.to havermseketaraftherke shepherds of the heart 

hero of the head.* 	We want to live that= la and 

teach 	truth, but, as it vr s in. Christ 'a  day so it is now, 

the teaching of the truth may kez hurt more than the 'if you 

allow an error to 'exist. I think even though this 

Conference , can not decide just who the king of the 

north is,. 	1 hard to the old view anyhow, fol 

of Jesus 	 the,piopla of his day. 

UNDOWOOD: Do you really think Christ endorsed ar 

LACEY: Zat I 40 not mean he endorsed the correctnes 

the popular view On the state of the, dead, but he Used. the 

system that was in vogue. 

PRESCOTT: I will take dvantage of the willingness of 

the chairman to spend a little time on my theme concerning the *Daily.* 

As you well know, ever presentation of this subject is 

Betz neutralized or an effort to made to neutralize it, by quoting 

the view given in Early Writings, and. therefore any view 

that is not in harmony with that is wrong. All I ask is to 
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read the Statements in Sally Writings bearing on this: 	(pp74,75) 

"I have seen that the 1843 chart was directed by the., 

hand of the Lords, and that it should not ve altered; 	the. 

figures were as he wanted them; that his. hand was over and'-hid a , 

mistake in some',  o 

hand. was reemved.:- 

"Then saw in r e, 

that the word 'sacrifice" was supplied. by- manle wisdbin,.. and. doets,_ 

not belong to the text; and that the Lord gave the oorreot view of 

it to these who gave the judg:7:ent hour rau. When unitaixiated, beton 

1844, nerly an were united on the correct view of the 'daily', 

but in the confusion since 1844, other views z have been embraced, 

and. darkness and confusion have followed. Time has not been 

a test 

angel 

of the 

ce 1844, and it will never .agaia beia. 

"The Lord has shown me that the, message of „the third 

and be proolaimed to theaters- scattered children.::T. 

but it must, n..t be,  hung ono time,-*xlmanexaskodesset., 

xecterget-t*wgwextitestexwitsmetaxammtztegxfaesen 

Now let me ask as a matter of -history;  

reference to that time. Was then any confusion that came 

into the teaching of the adventiste as to the interpretation 

that the "daily-Pt was paganism? Absolutely none. That, 

view whist waa introduced by Williams Miner is still 

being maintained at 	ant. There was absolutely no 

confusion that came in after 1844 as to whether the "daily" 

was paganism or something else. So this cannot refer to the defin-

ition of that, lace.use there was no confusion. There then wss 

the confusion? There was a great confusion as to prophetic 

periods. The confusion was over whether the 2300 days 
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El? 
endtd  1.1(1844.. - My lather and grandfather passed through 

that time Of confusion*. and r remember soupe of it even 

myself, when -they set the times My father was:  in what:* 

was called .ffthe '54 movemintg; and- t'Oan: remember 
. 	 , 

when. 1867 Wee •a datte-saticand there Ms been time set Winosti-that 	- 

time‘  The first Adventists hat been setting time and, k jheralA 
, — 

has been -great confusion over that,. rinestion: But 	•  

there has never been any confusion over the queStion as -, 	--- • 

• to whether the *daily-* was 'paganism. 

(Reading) : Tins Lord has shown me that the 7 

message of the third angel must go, and be proclaimed to the 

scattered children :of the Lord, but it must not be hunglt 

on time. t saw that some were getting a false excitement, 

arising from preaching time; but the third angels, message is 
• • 

stronger than time can be. I saw tint this message can; 	„ 

stand on its own foundation, and needs not time to strengthen  _ 
it; and, it will' go in mighty". power, and do its Work 	w 

be cut-ahCrt i rightiousitera..,  -: 

I thought I would :lute ,tO read tilt' 
.• selection  

 

• 

"s4 
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PRESCOTT: Now if you.take this language absolutely 

and don't allow this correction,_ then the date 1844 is wrong,: 

-and 1843is right. 

BOLLMAN:II don't know but what we hate goae away from that.-

phase of the thing, but I wanted to speak about Brother Prescott', 

study this morning. I noticed that he-this morning, and Brother 

Lacey a few days ago, seemed both to go out of their way to make 

a statement that there was absolutely no way of connectingftme 

with Greece as coming out of that one horn of the goat, except 

seeing.it  come forth from the battle of Pas, and issuingthere 

as a candidate for world empire. I must say I was neversatis,. 

fled with that view, Something over a year ago I made quite a 

study of it, and I would like to read two or three paragraphs 

here of what I wrote in regard to it: 

"This [the coming forth of a little horn] waa literal' fill-

filled by Rome, and by Rome only. In every ea5ential sense Rome: 

came out of.the Macedonian*Greco horn of the "he goat.* Four so-= 

called universal empires have ruled the world, -- Babylon, Redo-

Persia, Grecia, and Rome. None of these was in reality world-

wide or truly tiniversal,Hexcept in its potentialities, but each 

In it4 turn ruled the world as it was then known to civilization. 

Every schoolboy hue heard that Alexander' wept because there was 

no other world for him to conquer. The story, while probably not 

true, serves to emphasize the popular conception 'of the univer-

sality of Alexander's rule. The point of this is that the little. 

horn ease that came out of.one of the four horns of the goat must 

of nece3sity come fromsome actual or potantt3.1 rrt of Alexander's 

empire. Asa matter of fact, it did come forth from the Macedon 
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horn, the most western division of-Grecia.--- 

"Biome, in its inception, as Virgil testifies (opening lines 

of the AEneld), waS colonized by Greeks, reaching the Tiber by 

way - of-Troy:-. Thu:is -ethnologically, the. Romans Sprang,fromthe 
•  

same parent Stock-as the-Greeke. Then; too, the many points of 

sithilaritYbetweenthe Greek and Latinlenguages point unmistak,- -

ably to a common origin. Again, from the standpoint of the pro-

'phecy, Boma was also closely related to Greece politically and 

geographicaldy. Lying to the west and peopled. by-  descendents' 

of the original Greek colonists, Rome had much in common with 

Greece, with-whim it was long on the most fei friendly terms. 

Dr. Eduard Meyer, profeSsor of ancient history in the University 

of Berlin, referring to the relations of Greece and Rome, says: 

0
"4a 

a matter of fact, the Westlor in other words,the Greek 

part of Italy] was left [by the mother-country] to its own- de- - 

vices. But ft presently bedame evident that the development 

which there took place, untroubled by interference from without, 

was frought with consequences of the utmost moment to the Hellen-

istic political system. By abstaining from peremptory iderferenoe 

while such interference was yet possible, the Macedonian kingdoms 

permitted a power to arise in Ttaly so-strong that in a very short 

time it proceeded to aim a fatal blow at their own existence.* 

--"The Historians' History of the World,"•  Vol V, p. 1. 

"Greece might have reasonably assumed some control of the 

colonies of her people in Italy, but it seems she did not, and 

thus they grew into a distinct empire. 

"On page two of the same volume, Dr. Meyer adds: 
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"'As Sealy as the sixth century [B.C.;, during the Etruscan 

period, the city of Rome on the Tiber had grown into a large and 

important community. . With the Greeks it was on friendly 

terms: from of old, Greek civilization had found almost as ready 

acceptance among the Latins as,among the Etruscans, and in the 

struggle with the latter people Latins and Greeks had fought side 

by side.' 

On page VT  Dr. William Coital., professor of ancient history 

in Zabern,says: 

"'A steady stream of Greek colonists had been occupying the 

COSit of southern Italy ever since the eighth century B. C., 

their first settlement dating from two centuries earlier. . . 

The population of southern Italy adopted the language,. manners, 

and customs of the Greeks, and in the north the Etruscans served 

both as exponents of theirs own peculiar civilization and as inter— 

. mediaries between the Greek's and the mountain tribes.'" 
. „ 

It seems to me. that those are,excerpte from history that 

we woula do well to study, and not be too ready -to consent that 

there is no connection. They\say a horn coming out of a goat 

must be a goat's horn, and that there is absolutely no connection. 

I believe that the horn was Romet_andthat it was settled, so far 

as it was civilized, by Greek colonise, and finally overthrew 

the parent state. 

NEILSEN:" I would like to say a few words in regard to the 

two positions in regard to the beast power. I don't want to 

appear egotistical, and yet I feel that I have some things that 

will help bind those two points together. I believe that there 

is a way of getting those admittedly weaX points together and 

920 .  
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not emphasiwk4 them, but rather bringing together the points 

that we 'all agree are strong, and emphasizing them.; 

believe the beast of Revelation 17 to be a symbol of civil power, 

the woman to be a symbol of the religions pOWetas l feel like 

agreeing with Brother Wilcox that the. seven heads take the.  same 

beasts as brought to view in:Denier, beginning with Babylon,'..  

and that the viewpoint which the prophet had is our present time. 

That being the case, it will eliminate two of the weak points 

from the chart here. One of-these is this "continue a short 

space." I hold Babylon is the first head, then Meda-Persia, 

Gracia, Pagan Rome, and papal Rome the one that is wounded, the 

fifth standing in our own time as John was given the vision, five- 

were fallen, one is,-and that, remember is the sixthhead, which 

is and yet is not, it ie not and yet 1S. It said of the beast 

that the beast that was and is not-and yet is, There is a time, 

then, when the' beast is not,,and while-it is Satan to an extenk„, 

still. in another way it does. not exist.' The best:way I can Mae,. - 

trait) that would be to say Hera 	glass. Remember-  the sixth 
' shin 

head is not and yet is,-,for the sixth head,is at the time vibta • 

the beast is not and yet il. Here is 'a glass. I break it. 

I may say, that cup was and, is not and yet is because I have-
:, 

the pieces. The Sixth.head is not; and yet is, because there 

is no universal kingdom in Europe, church and state united but 

broken up. In that sense the angel says to John, This sixth 

one is not in the sense that the others have been and yet is. 

The seventh will be when srotestantiS makes the image to the beast 

and the papacy is restored so that all the world will wonder 	
1 

after the beast;when that thing takes place and the mark of the 
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beast is enforced, then there will be a universal power again, 

which is.head number seven. Leaving the tedhhorn for the time 

being, it does not say the beast had eight heads, and trot in 

another sense it does say so. It says the beast is the eighth 

and is of the seven. I hold that the beast having the eighth 

or being the eighth and yet of the -sevan is after the beast. 

has come out of the bottomless pit. Remember the beast is Civil 

power down through the ages, used by Satan.After the beast ascended 

Out of the bottoMless pit I read'in Great Contmveray that after 

the one thousand years -- after.  the resurrection of the wicked 

there will be a form of government, at least it will be .a mil-

itary form when all the nations of earth, the wicked are 

massed together, and they are marshalled under generals and 

captains with Satan as the great general king after the thousand 

years. That is where I plane the eighth which is of the seven. 

It is not an eighth head really and yet to the prophet it looked 

as' if there were-something mole. That is Satan's last attempt 

to make one. Now taxing the view that we are living under the 

sixth, that does away with this weak point which I think was 

acknowledged as a weak point. 

LACEY: .No, sir, I did not oall that a weak point. Satan 

himself is the eighth beast. 

NEILSEN: Well, then, I think it a weak point. The Delvil 

was in the beginning, and is not now, though he goeth around like 

a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour. But that eliminates 

that weak point to my mind. 

Non then the ten horns in Brother Wilcox's presentation, it 

seemed to me as if there was rather a weakness where at this point 
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just before the. doming of Christ in -saying that the beast which 

is the eighth was to app4?...40 play its part in the seventh head. 

It was a little difficult for me to understand just how 

Brother Wilcox-meant it, which was the eighth and the seventh, and 

what the ten horns were to do. Now to my mind it appears that 

the papacy restored is the seventh head. 
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NIELSEN: A taw things are said about the ten horn* which 

to me must locate them. One is they will be of one mind. They give 

their power to the beast. They mas war against the Lamb, God's people, 

the 144,000. And during this period of one hour, whether 15 days or 

30 days, whatever period it may be, they will also make war against the 

woman, which is the religious power. Now what may we expect ta take place 

Gust after the close of probation? This:--The ten horns may be socialistic 

powers or atheistic powers in Europe that will bind together to enforce the 

decree against the 144,000 and then they will turn against the 7th heed, 

against the dominating power which is then the 7th head, against the woman, 

and God, has put it in their mind to do it as part of the judgment. 

One little thought more. You will remember the beast in .  

Revelation 13, while it may not be Mee identical with the one of 

Revelation 17, yet we find it is very much like it, and in Revelati 

33 it has the elements of those beasts in Daniel. And so if Revelation is 

a complement to Daniel, we go back to There Daniel begins and it gives us 

a scope of the work and where we are is down at the end and what we 

are to expect is the establishment of the image, papacy, end work of. that 

7th head, and we as God's people must do our part in giving the third 

angel's meeeage. 

KNOX: What do you want to do? There is really nothing 

assigned to the next period. How will it do to let Brother Lacey bring 

in his two or three points and Brother Wilcox ask his question if he 

has one? If taere is work ahead of us, I think we had better rest. 

LACEY: I will get through in a moment. We have had brotherly 

fun in pointing out the weak points and I am always willing to admit the 

weak points in anything I advocate and I want Brother Nielsen to admit 

his weak point. 
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He quoted the text of the beast that was and is not, and yet is, 

and banked on that ■yet is". But none of the Greek texts support that. It 

is the beast that was and is not, and shall be. You onnnot bank on that. 

It is a very weak point, Brother Nielsen. 

You said the 8th head was over in the thousand years, it 

really was not a head, but as John M looked at it, he thought it was. 
himself, 

7 heads are 7 mountains and they are 7 kings, and the beastj he is the 

8th. You cannot avoid that. 

NIELSEN: There are 7 heads on the beast. 

LACEY: Yes, but that is the strong point. The beast is of 

the 7 heads, but he himself is the 8th head,--that is Satan. Satan 

personified, he IS the 8th head. I cannot go back on John. He saw it, 

ani when you say he didn't sea it, but it looked that way, I. cannot agree. 

I think when you bring in an opinion that is absolutely new in prophecy, 

it is a weak point. Satan gathers togetht:r all the powers of the 

earth at the end of the thousand years, and brings them up to lay siege 

to the city. But there is no kingdom set up there. To me that is 

ridiculous. 

N.C.MILCON: The 8th head is a new kingdom? 

LACE?: The beast himself is the 8th head. 

--R*tcessa_ 
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(After the intermission) 

W. T. Knox in chair 

W. T. KNOX: Elder Daniells turned the program over to me 

this afternoon, and told me Six to call on Brother Wakeham for this 

hour. 

Elder WALEHAM: My paper is ready, but it is in my room. 

E. R. PALMER: I would suggest that while Brother Wakeham is 

getting his paper, on the United States in Prophecy, we agree to 

say a few last short words on the two or three topics that were 

before us the last hour, and close it up and be ready tomorrow 

morning for a further line. I thought we had gone far enough on 

the beast question, the eastern question, and some of those, so 

that we could drop them until we meet again Whe first of next July. 

W.T.KNOX: I had hoped we could drop it without anything 

further, for we have been beating around the bush considerably. 

F. M. WILCOX: I have appreciated the discussion and the 
in 

good spirit shown, and I would like to seethe closing hours of the 

Conference the same spirit. I believe we ought to maintain our 

discussion on the same high plane as we started it. 

M. C. WILCOX: (He made a few remarks on Elder Lacey's view 

of Satan's impersonation of Christ, which I could hardly understand.) 

H.. C. LACEY: I have thought of these texts in this connection 

but they do not in any way prove the point. There is no specific 

reference to the impersonation of Christ by Satan. 

M. C. WILCOX: Is there any for the beast? 

H.C.LACEY: No, but xs the beast becomes a government in himself, 

as powerful as any world-wide empire. If he came as himself, he would 

not deceive any one, or if he came as anyone but Christ. 
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PROF. WIRTH: I can hardly agree with Elder Lacey, possibly 

because all through the prophecies we have a beast representing civil 

power, and I do not see how we can suddenly turn there in the 17th 

chapter and say that the beast represents Satan. In the 12th chap-

ter we have the devil represented as a dragon, and he is spoken of 

as a dragon, and why should not the same figure be carried out in 

the 17th chapter. In the 12th chapter it was in connection with 

Gods people, and in the 13th chapter in connection with the people 

bf the world. Isn!t the beast a symbol of all that is evil? A 

beast is xagansastai used to represent a ferocious, blood-thirsty 
• 

power. 

It was brought out that there is no significance where it says 

that the beast had a mouth like unto a lion, and feet like unto a 

bear, and the body of a leopard. It was said that that does not 

represent anything so far as national significance is concerned, , 

but that the papacy roardd like a lion, it seems to me that is a 

rather fantastic view of that prophecy. 
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The symbol reprfesenting the government of the United States 

is described iflevelation 13, vs. 11-18/ This passage is a part 

of a prophecy which begins in Ch. 12, and continues to the end 

of the book. 

To get the historical setting of this passage we must locate 

the preceeding symbols. The whole prophecy deals with the great 

controversy between Christ and Satan from the first rebellion in 

heaven to the setting up of the kingdom of Christ. 

This line of prophecy presents four leading symbols: a woman, 

representing the church of Jesus-Christ, the !man child;" the 

great red dragon, which represents in a secondary sense great 

world powers through whidh Satan has worked to oppose the work of 

Christ; the leopard beast, which symbolizes the Papacy; and the 

two-horned beast which stands for the United States of America. 

That the great red dragon in Ch. 12 specifically represents 

imperial Rome is evident from the following considerations: first, 

it was Rome in its pagan state that Satan used to endeavor to 

destroy the man-child; second, it was Pagan Rome that was Satan's 

chief agent during the first centuries of the Christian era to 

persecute the woman -- the church. 

The chief symbol of the first part of chapter 13 is usually 

designated the "leapord,beast." That this beast is a symbol of the 

Papacy seems clear from the following: 

1. The leopard beast succeeded the dragon; Papal Rome 

succeeded Pagan Rome. 

2. The dragon gave to the leopard beast "his power, and his 

seat, ald great authority;" when imperial Rome declined, igs power 

and authority passed over to the Papacy, and its seat -- the 
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"Eternal City," -- became the center of that ezalesiastioal 

empire. 

	

' 	3. The work and character ascribed to the leopard beast 

in the prophecy has been fulfilled to the letter by the Papacy, 

and has not been fulfilled by any other power: 

In its wide dominion over the consciences of men. "And 

all the world wondered after the beast." "And they worshipped 

the beast, etc. vs. 3, 4, 

2. In its attitude toward the people of God:. "And it was 

given unto him to make war with the saints," etc. v. 7. 

4. In its domination over civil powers. "And power was 

given him over . . . al nations." vs. 7. 

5. In the tome of its continuance. "And power was given 

unto him to continue forty and two months," vs. 5, viz, 1260 

yrs, or from 538 AD to 1798 AD. 

6. In its experience at the end of the 1260 years. "He that 

leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity," etc. - vs. 10. 

7. In the fact that it has a distinctive mark -- "the mark 

Of the beast." vs. 16, 17. 

8. In that it has a specified =doer, "the number of a man," 

viz. 686. 

All these specifications of the leopard beast having been 

fully met in the Papacy, that power must be symbolized by the 

leopard beast. 

The period of time allotted to the Papacy brings us down to 

near the close of- the eighteenth century. Then, in the language 

of the prophecy, "he that leadeth into captivity, shall go into 

captivity," (vs. 10,) and it is just at this juncture that the 
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prophet sees another power emerging to view: 

This new symbol is sintroduced as follows: — 

"And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth." 

vs. 11. 

This beast is distinguished from the leopard beast as follows: 

1. It is, in evident contradistinction from the leopard 

beast, specifically denominated "anather beast."' It cannot then 

be any part or phase of the beast mentioned in the preoeeding 

verses. 

2. It came up out:of the earth. The leopard beast came up 

out of the sea. See Ch. 13, v:l. 

3. It had two horns. The leopard beast had ten horns. 

4. There are no crowns on the horns of the two-horned 

beast. The leopard beast has crowns on its horns. 

I offer the following reasons for believing that the two.. 

horned beast of Rev. 13:11-18 symbolizes the United States of 

America in its fullest sense. 

1. That this nation should be noticed in prophecy is an 

antecedent probability. Other great nations, as Babylon, Medo-

Persia, Grecia, and Rooms have admittedly found a place in sacred 

prophecy. Why not this nation? 

2. No nation has, in its history, etabited greater evidences 

of the personal care of an overruling providence, or shown clearer 

marks of divine interposition than has this country. 

Rev. J. U. Foster, in a sermon, bears this testimony: 

:The Mediator long ago prepared thia land as the.home of 

civil and religious liberty. He made it a land flowing with milk 

and honey. He stored our mountains with coal, and iron, and copper, 

30 
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andsilver, and gold. Ha prepared our fountains of oil, planted 

our forests, leveled our plains, enriched our valleys, and beau- 

tified them with lakes and rivers. He guided the Mayflower over 

the sea, so that the Pilgrim fathers landed safely on Plymouth 

Rock. He directed the course of ourcivilization, so that we 

have become a great nation." 

Is it not reasonable to expect that a nation for whom God 

has so manifestly worked should be noticed in His book? 

3. I think it is well established that a nation comes into 

the purview of prophecy only as its history reveals the great 

plan and purpose of God in the redemption of mankind, and is thus 

connected with the work and people of God upon the earth. In 

•The Model Republic," by Cyrus D. Foss, I find these words: 

"Let every thoughtful American bless God that he lives in 

this age of the world, and In this country on the Globe.' 

"I maintain today that God has signalized this great Amer-

ican nation, this democratic republican nation, this protestant 

Christian nation , above all the nations that are, or ever have 

been, upon the face of the globe, by the place and the work ha 

has assigned it. 

"The thesis I shall defend is this: God designated the United • 

States of America as the model republic and the great evangelize: 

of the world." 

Certainly such a nation, with such a mission should be noticed 

in prophecy. But if the passage before us, Rev.13:11;180  does 

not refei to the United States, then this great and prosperous 

nation does not come within the scope of prophecy, for no other 

passage of Scripture brings it to view. 
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4. But the passage itself contains evidence that this govern-

ment and no other is there symbolized: 

1. In the time of its rise. The horned beast was seen 

coming up just as the leopard beast want into captivity, (1793-

1798). But just at that time the United States was coining into 

view, having been born, as a nation, in 1789, on the adoption of 

the federal constitution. 

2. In the manner in which At has arisen to its present pos-

ition among the nations of the earth. The word translated "coming 

up* means "to grow or spring up as a plant," gaiety, rapidly. And 

this has certainly been true of this nation. "Like a silent 

seed we grew into empire," says G. A. Townsend. And Edward • 

Everett, speaking of the founders of this nation said, "Behold 

the mighty regions over which, in peaceful conquest, . 	. they 

have borne the banner of the c•ross." 

3. In its location. The leopard beast came up "out of the 

sea," but the two-horned beast arises "out of the earth." The 

sea is said to represent •peoples, and multitudes, and nations, 

and tongues." Rev. 17:15. The earth, by contrast, must refer 

to a "territory previously unoccupied." "It could not, then arise 

among the crowded and struggling nationalities of the old world --

that turbulent sea "of various peoples and tongues. It must 

be found in the western continent. 

4. In its form of government. It must be a democracy, for 

the people are represented as doing governmental business. 

5. In the exhibition of its character. "It had two horns 

like a lamb." Horns primarily represent power. The nation under 

consideration must present two underlying principle s which "are 
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the secret of its power and prosperity," and which might be repre-

sented by the two horns of the beast. It needs only to be stated 

that civil and religious liberty, or democracy and Protestantism 

are those principles. These are the foundation stones of the 

constitution of the United States. 

6. In a further setting forth of its character: 	It not 

only had two horns, but the horns were "like a lamb." "The lamb- 

like horns indicate youth, innocence, and gentlemess, fitly re- 
If 

presenting the character of the United States when presented to 

the prophet as coming up in 1798." (G. C.)  The declarations co:1;i. 

cerning the equality of men, and the right of self-government 

placed in the fundamental charter of our government certainly 

appeared beneficent in the eyes of those who had been oppressed 

by the tryanny of old world powers. 

Summing up these evidences, we may say the power represented 

by the two-horned beast must meet the following specifications: 

1. It must rise near the close of the 18th century. 

2. It must come in a quiet and peaceful manner, i. e. with-

out wars of conquest. 

3. It must spring up rapidly, as a plant out of the ground. 

4. It must arise in the new world. 

5. It must have a democratic form of government. 

6. It must present, as 'the secret of its power, •t:wo funda-

mental principles. 

7. Its appearance must be lamb-like. 

It is sufficient to say that all of these specifications are 

a eurately and perfectly fulfilled by the United states of Amer- 

ica; and that they are not all fulfilled by any other nation past 
or present. 
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The conclusion, therefore, is inevitable. The two-horned 

beast of Revelation 13:11-18 does represent the United States of 

America. 

We now turn directlyto the work to be accomplished by the to 

two-horned beast, remembering that we are now dealing with our own 

government, the United States of America. 

After speaking of the lamb-like horns, the prophet continues: 

"And he spake as a dragon." V. 11. The chief characteristic of 

the dragon, as revealed in Ch. e, is the persecution or the people 

of God. "And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to 

make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the commandments 

of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ." Rev. 12:17. 

We must conclude from this that this nation will exhibit the 

spirit of the dragon and engage in relentless war against the 

saints of the Most High. 

"And he exerciseth all the authority of the first beast in 

his sight" or "in his presence," i.e. in the sight of the papacy. 

That is, the work of this government in this country as revealed 

in this chapter will be contemporaneous with the work of the 

Papacy in his territory. 

n and he maketh the earth and them that dwell therein to worship 

• the first beast whose death-stroke was healed." vs. 12, R.V. 

To worship a civil or exxlesiastica/ organization, as a nation, 

or a church, •:could be to ober its laws, and reverence its insti-

tutions. This text, then, proves that our government will commit 

itself to a program which will ultimately compel all of its sub-

jects to comply with-some law of the Papacy, or to reverence some 

of its institutions. 
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"And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come 

down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men." vs.13 

The wonder working power here referred to no doubt finds 

its fulfillment in modern spiritualism; and it is interesting to 

note that those miraculous manifestations which have excited the 
‘ 

wender of the world originated in the United States. And those 

who are really familiar with the remarkable phenomena of modern 

spiritualism will have no difficulty in believing that its crown—
ing deceptions may be the event here predicted, i.e. bringing fire 

down from heaven in the sight of men. Concerning these miracles 

the Revelator continues: 

"And deoeiveth them that dwell on the earth by means of those 

miracles which hp had power to do in the sight of the beast; say—

ing to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an 

image to the beast, which had the wound by the sword, and did live. 

And he had power to give life to the image of the beast, that the 

image of the beast ehould both speak and cause that as many as 

would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.uvs.14,15 

This passage suggests three important questions: viz: 

1. What constitutes the image to the beast? 

2. When and how is the image to be formed? 

3. When and how is life to be given to it? 

To the answer of these questions we will now address 

oursates. 

1. The beast is a union of church and state. During the dark 

ages it was'  he Papacy in central of one or more of the civil 

powersof Europe, using those powers to enforce its dogmas and 

punish dissenters. The image of the beast must be some eccle• 
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siastical organization which uses the power of the state for the 

same purpose. 

I now quote from Great Controversy, page 445: 

"The 'image to the beast' represents that fdrm of apos-

tate Protestantism Which will 12e developed when the Protestant 

*churches shall seek the aid of the civil power for the-enforcement 

of their dogmas." 

2. When, where, and how will this work be done? Again I 

quote from Great Controversy, p. 445: 

"When the leading churches'of the United States, uniting upon 

such points of doctrine as are held'by them in common, shall in-

fluence the state to enforce their decrees and to sustain their 

institutions, then Protestant America will have formed an imAge 

of. the Roman hierarchy, and the infliction of civil penalties upon 

dissenters will inevitably result." 

(Read also Testimonies, Vol V, page 451) 

3. What will give life to the image? Again I quote from, 

Testimonies, Vol. V, p. 712: 

"When our nation shall so abjure the principles of its 

government as to enact a Sunday law, Protestantism will in this 

act join hands with popery;  it will be nothing else than giving 

life to the tyranny which has long been eagerly watching its 

opportunity to spring again into active despotism." 

Describing further the work of the two-horned beast, the 

Revelator continues: 

"And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor' 

free and bond, to receive a mark in theirright hand, or in their 

foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 
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mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name." 

Again we have three terms to question, viz: amp 

1. What is meant by the mark of the beast? 

2. What is the name of the beast? 

3. What is the number of the beast? 

The beast 	that power which opposes God, which has 

attempted to change His law. The nark of the beast must be some 

visible sisal which,distinevishes the followers of the beast from 

\the followers of God. The followers of the be have the mark 

of the beast,in their foreheads; the followers of God have the seal 

of Cod in their foreheads. The mark of the beast then is in oppo-

sition to the se'.-1 of God. The one is a visible sign of loyalty 

to the beast, the other is a visible sign of-loyalty to God. 

The Scriptures plainly teach that the outward observance of 

the Sabbath of the Lord is the sign of our loyalty to Him. That 

which stands in opposition tothis is the observance of Sunday, 

aninstitution of the beast. Ex. 31:17, Eze. 20:12, 20. 

(Read Great Controversy, p. 449, to answer the question, 

"When does one have the mark of the begat.") 

2. What is meant by the name of the beast? 

Name stands for character, or experience. When God 

proclaimed his name to Hoses, He set forth the attributes of His 

character. When God changed Jacob's name to Israel, it was 

because a new experience had comeinto the life of the patriarch. 

The name of God stands for the character of 4bd; the name of the 

beast stands for the general character of the beast. 

3. .What is meant by the number of the beast? 

The number is said to be the numberof a man, and more 
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concretely, that it is 666. The Latin phrase which sets forth 

the position which the head of the papacy is supposed to occupy 

is "Vicarious Filii Dei," the numerical value of which is 666. 

In claiming to be the representative of Christ on earth, thus 

usurping the place of the second person of the Godhead, the 

bishop of Rome exhibits in the most marked manner the chief char-

acteristic of Satan -- pride, resulting in self-exaltation. 

Those, then, who in the that contest between the forces of 

good and evil continue to manifest pride and self-exaltation, 

may be said to have the number of the beast. 

W.H.Wakeham 
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[This follows Wareham's paper] 

You rill all remember of course that in 1863 a movement 

was set on foot in this country which we all will recognize as 

the National Reform Association, in which a number of clergymen 

of different faith, mostly the Reformed Presbyterian, united. 

This associaeion has been nowinz its seeds throughout the world 

since that date. Little by little other organizations became 

allied to it. Among the first was the W. C. T. U., which gave 

great strength to the movement. This association became one of 

the allies of the Nation=al Reform Association in 1885. The 

next W5.9 the American Sabbath Union, organized in New York in 

1838, and the fourth ally welch came to the aid of the propaga-

tion of those principles was the papacy itself in 1888. Over-

tures were made by the National Reform Assooittion to the papacy, 

a letter was sent to Cardinal Gibbons inquiring as to the atti-

tude of the Catholic church upon certain matters for which the 

national reformers stood, and he replied very favorably, that 

the Catholic Church would be glad to stand for such a movement 

as far as it pertained to the inforcing of Sunday as the day of 

rest. You will perhaps all remember as well as,if not better 

than, I, that movement which made the Catholic Church one of 

the allies of the National Reform Asaooiation. Since that 

time there have been many other allies. perhaps the overshadow-

ine thet we sae at present is the greet federation of churches 

in the United States. The first session of this Aederal council, 

as it was at firet called, was held in 1908. On page 321 of 

this book on the United States in prophecy i have a statement of 

the official purpose of this organization: 
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1. "To express the fellowship and catholic unity of the 

Christian church. 

2. "To bring the Christian bodies of America into unitdd 

service for Christ and the world. 

3. "To encourage devotional fellowship and mutual counsel 

concerning the spiritual life and religious activities of the 

churches, 

4. "To secure a large combined influence for the churches 

of Christ in all matters affedang the moral'and social condition 

of the people, so as to promote the application of the law of 

Christ in every relation of human life. 

5. "To assist in the oraanization of local branches of the 

Federal Council to promote its aims in their communities." 

You will all remember that the second article of the platform 

laid down by the National Reform Association was to bring all 

local institutions and usages ?loon an undeniable legal basis in 

the law of the land, and among these the : Sunday institution was 

very prominent. All this perhaps you are as fully familiar with 

as I am, and I think it might be well for me to simply close there, 

and if there is time for any discussion of the subjects, various 

other points may be brought out to follow a little more fuljy the 

standinn at the present of this Federal Council of Churches or 

the Federation of Churches. One thing that seemed very signifi-

cant to me was the fact that some time ago the very name ?rotes-7  

tent ;gal repudiated by the council, and when a definite resolution 

was presented to the Council to reconnize those who did not ob-

serve Sunday, that the resolution wan almost hooted down and 

voted out by a tremendous majority. It seemed as though the Council 
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Of Churches had no place in it for those who observe any other 

day than the first day of the week. 
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Wednesday Evening 

THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY 

By 

A. O. DANIELLS 

I regret very much the circumstances underwhich I undertake to 

speak tonight. It was only yesterday that I really understood the 

meaning of this meeting and clearly decided in my own mind that I 

would speak on this topic, and I decided then to t ake some time 

today to gather some statements together that I wanted to use; but 

some things arose that called me early this mornings-at 5 otclock-- 
came 

to serve others, and then a very pressing requestato conduct the 

funeral service this afternoon of an old sister who embraced the 

truth under my labors in Iowa thirty-five years ago. She passed 

away Monday morning, and the family, with Which I was very intimately 

and warily associated back when they embraced the truth, gathered and 

begged me to take this burden, and I accepted it, so I have been 

all day serving others, and I have not had time to put my hands on 

PtSkiers and doeuments that I would like to have had tonight; so it is 

possible I may disappoint you very much. 

On the other hand, I am very glad we can come together and have 

a Plain talk about this question, and I very much hope that good 

will come out of it,--help and blessing to all of us. I do sincerely 

pray that the Divine Spirit maybe with us and help us. 

I am glad that I have the opportunity of placing myself on 

record regarding this gift to the church. I hear criticisms now 

and then and reports that indicate that I am shaky with reference to 

the Spirit of Prophecy, that I stand on slippery ground. I do not 

know how the reports get out, but they do, and I am very glad to be 
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able to speak for myself. I do not take this up through the Review 

nor in camp-meetings, or in other putlio meetings, or personally with 

individuals unless something arises that calls for it. But on this 

occasion I have the privilege of speaking from my heart to the mem-

bers of the General Conference Comities and the men connected with 

our schools, and I want to say right here, brethren, that if I 

*max understand myself and know my faith and confidence, and know 

the =RIX true inwardness of this gift to the church, I am not shaky 

at all. I am not on slippery ground. I am not faltering in any 

sense of the word. I want to say that I want to be very carefUl 

through the rest of my life never to say a word or take a course in 

any way that will lead anybody to doubt or question this gift to 

the church of God during the period of time that the servant was 

with us. I do not want to take any course that will switch any 

individual or body of people away from full confidence in this 

divine gift to the church. 

So tonight I would feel very guilty before God if I should 

take any position or present anything in a way that would destroy 

confidence. There are many considerations that lead me to say 

this, and lead me to feel to pledge myself to God to be loyal in 

this partioular'thing, and one above all others. 

I first became associated with Sister White in the year 1879, 

when I was in Texas, just beginning my ministry, and she and Brother 

White came down there and spent the winter, attended the first camp-

meeting,we_ever held there, and they selected me My wife, a young 

strong woman at that time, to be with them as their cook. They 

decided after reaching there to stay, and so had to make up their 

gra family Skat there. Brother White selected me to be, as he called 
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it, his amanuensis,--hia vallet, I should say, his attendant to go 

with him, drive the team, help him, take him out, and then write 

Jar him. He had no shorthand reporters,inthose days in the denomi

ration, as far as I know, and he used to walk the floor and dictate 

his articles, and I wrote them down the best I could in longhand 

and then fixed them out better, and then he fixed them up for the 

paper. So I spent the beet part of a year with Brother and Sister 

White at that time. 

Then I parted from them and had no close association until she 

came out to Australia in the year 1892; and then for eight years I 

was very closely associated with her there. I was under her direc-

tion, and as I look back now over those eight years, I believe with 

all my heart that that woman was under divine leading and guidance. 

I believe that she led us and taught us right plans and right meth-

ods and true light in a great deal that was done in that country; 

and it bears the fruits now. 

Then of course when I took the position I now hold, in 1901, I 

had to be more or less closely associated with her; but in all that 

period, which covered about 20 years or more, there is one thing 

one experience, that stands out above all the rest that I feel binds 

me to everlasting loyalty to that gift that God placed in the church, 

and I feel it will be proper for me to tell it. 

Then tnie terrible crisis was on with Battle Oreek, I knew that 

the leader of the opposition was in very close touch with her. I 

knew that he had been for many years. And I knew that when we 

reached the very height of that crisis he wrote a long letter of 

appeal, of condemnation of myself and associates, and of appeal 

to her, using every kind of influence he could bring to bear upon her 

to swing her on his side and against the administration. I knew that. 
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Well, she had not come down. The night before our meeting was 

to begin I was in great trouble. I did not know What Oho would may 

to me. i had no teams of knowing, and I felt that I most have Ondio 

help. I never oan toll you brethren the agony of mind aadkoart that 

I suffered in that terrible crisis. I have often felt that yiu would 
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(Head from Southern Union worker, March 27, 1919) 

Well there is an experience. I may not have touched every 

detail exactly right, but I have so far as my memory goes. Brother 

Palmer was very closely assoSiated with it, and knows that in the 

main this statement is correct. Now brethren, that enterprise 

was just as far from a reasonable enterprise when we started it 

as anything could be. When I went to Sister White ober in the 

hills of California with the report, there waa nothing about it . 

at all that would commend it to any business man; and she listened, 

and then at the last she said, "Bo brothren, you must not blot out 

that house. You must not atop. You must continue that house con-

trary to our best business men and our 1aat experience." Now 

today, what would we do without the southern Publishing house and 

its work. She said then, "well brethren. I feel very sorry about 

this loss and failure. I cannot account for this," and she said 

perhaps it would be right to close it up as a printing house and. 

just make a depository. We said that was just what we proposed to 

do. to buy books from the Pacific Press and Review and Herald. 

We really thought we had equipment enough then to publish all the 

literature we would need in north America, and we did not see any 

need of another house, and she agreed to our reasoning. We reasoned 

and talked it over; she never was unreasonable, and when we put 

up this proposition, her human vision and feelings passed on it; 

but then she got another view of it and another impression, and so 

after she wrote and said, "Your counsel is not right; your reasoning 

is not right; that is, God is to do something down there beyond 

anything you can see, and you keep the place and put your faith 
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in it and effort in it, and God will do wonders for you?and over 

and over she exhorted me in her letters that God wanted to do a 

great work in the South in the circulation of our literature. 

And now today, brethren, the workers down there are simply doing 

wonders. 

' It is perfectly marvelous to me that poor,.old Mississippi, 

one of the last states in America that I would suppose would come 

and lead the denomination in the sale of literature. There is 

.nothing in sight; there is nothing in the conditions that you would 

wager on, nothing at all, and how is it that the South now has coma 

along and done that? Brethren, it is proving up the counsel and 

thh faote set before us in those days. We worldly wise men could 

not see that, and so we discounted the counsel that came. 

Now brethren, I want to say that I have never yet in my 

life come to the place wheren I would set aside the spirit of 

prophecy, where I had reached the conclusion that it was not safe, 

but many a time I have been sorely perplexed and tried by the 

counsel that has come, anithy,Imet because I dhinot know much, 

because the Lord knew a lot more than I. That is the reason 

exactly. And I rant to confess another thing, that in some of 

these times of perplexity I have been unwise and injudicious, 

and have done wrong by giving expression to the brethren with whom 

I have been associated, to my fears and doubts. 

F. M. WILCOX: Would your faith be affected by some detail 

that did not harmonize with something else? 

A.G.D.: No, I cannot say that my faith has been affected 

by apparent contradictions and unreasonable things, but questions 
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have come up in my mind and fears, and you know how it is, the 

things look so unreasonable you do not know what to do. It was 

so with our school in Australia. We were led to a block of land, 

the location of which seema just as unreasonable to me as anything 

ever could. I had been brought up in the mississippi Valley where 

the soil was good, and I was asked to locate a school an a sandy 

patch of ground, and from all that I saw and could understand it 

seemed practically worthless to me, and I could not make my mind 

consent that it was a suitable place for a school. Under certkin 

circumstances that I must not take time to speak of now, we were 

led to agree to buy the land, and we bought it, and then after we 

did two or three of us who had been in the WANABSippi Valley,-

Brother Rosseau, who was over there and myself, and two or three 

others, we got to talking so discouragingly about it that we 

finally said, "Letos get a government expert and look it over 

for us." That was a hapj thought, and it took the whole thing 

away from us, and we would get rid of it. He came up, and we took 

a horse and oart and drove all over the place, and we dug up some 

of the ground, and then came back to the old hotel to dinner. 

After dinner, we went out and said to the expert, "Row we want 

your Opinion„0 and the first thing he launched out on was that 

we were certainly sold. He said, "This place is worthless," and 

about the next thing he said, "T'4is place would not support a 

bandicoot." That is what he said. 	"Well," we said, "we have 

paid, i think it was one thousand dollars on it." He replied 

that that was our smallest loss, and that if we would abandon 

that we would be fortunate to get out of it. He said we would 
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starve on the placet  and that we would never be able to have a 

school. Of course that confirmed me and some of the rest, and. 

we felt terrible to establish a school, to be a college, on 

-such a place as that. 

The expert went back and to show that he meant business 

he wrote Up a report for the government, a long report of man, 

pages; giving all the details and analyzing the =sit soil, and 

put it in the report for the government, and recorded it in the 

archives, and we took a copy of the report and sent it over to 

the brethren here, and they felt badly about it, and advised nate 

leave it. Brother chits and I, after this report, went to sister 

white, and I shall never forget that hour. we went into a room, 

and h6 broke the news to her, and then I was to tell her what 

we proposed to do, that we proposed to go and search further. 
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